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Basic Root Elements

Explanation

Basic Root Elements encloses the elements in HTML5. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

HTML The first element used in a HTML page.

Head It mentions header section of a HTML document.

Noscript It informs that the javascript is disabled in a browser.

Script Use this tag to develop client script like javascript.

Style It is used for highlighting contents through styles.

Title Used to give proper title for a HTML document.
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HTML Element

Topic

<HTML>

Explanation

HTML element is the initial element, which encloses the entire HTML elements in it. 

<html> <head> <title>Text</title> </head> <body> Text </body> </html>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

manifest url

Mentions about address of a 

document cache manifest. It helps in 

offline browsing.

xmlns https://www.hscripts.com/xhtml
Denotes the XML namespace 

attribute.

"Manifest" attribute has been newly introduced in HTML5. 
Example Code:

<html> <head> <title>Title</title> </head> <body> Content </body> </html>

Result:   

Content

If <html> is not used, then the code will not be executed.
It encloses the major elements, but except <!doctype>. <!doctype> should be placed ahead 
of <html>.

It is available in previous versions of the HTML.
It supports only the Global Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:
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It will function in all the browsers. 
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Head Element

Topic

<Head>

Explanation

Head element denotes the head section of a HTML document. 

<head> <title>Title</title> </head>

Example Code:

<html> <head> <title>This content will not be displayed by the browser</title> </head> <body> HTML5 </body> </html>

Result:   

HTML5

It is necessary to use this element in a HTML document.
It should be placed after the <html>.
Contents should not be placed inside this element. Only <body> can include contents.
It can contain the "meta description, meta elements, code and Javascript".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports only the Global Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Noscript Element

Topic

<Noscript>

Explanation

Noscript element is used to display a message informing that the "Javascript" has been disabled 
by the browser. 

<!--Content--> <script type="text/javascript"> document.write("Text") </script> 
<noscript>Text</noscript>

Example Code:

<div id='tesst'></div> <noscript>Web browser wont support JavaScript</noscript> <script type="text/javascript"> 

document.getElementById('tesst').innerHTML="This an alternative text"; </script>

Result:   

It must be placed inside the <body>.
If the "Javascript" is disabled in a browser, then the alert message (Javascript is disabled in 
this browser) will be displayed to inform the user.

It is available in previous versions of the HTML.
It supports Global Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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Script Element

Topic

<Script>

Explanation

Script element is used to write a script for e.g. Javascript. 

<script type="text/javascript"> document.write("Text") </script>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

async async
The external script will be executed on its own. But 

need to mention the source.

defer defer
Script will be executed, when page has completed the 

parsing work.

type MIME_type
Denotes the MIME type of the script. But need to 

mention the source.

charset character_set
Illustrates the character encoding utilized in external 

script file.

src URL Refers to the source of the script file.

"Async" attribute has been newly launched in HTML5. 
Example Code:

<div id='tesst'></div> <script type="text/javascript"> document.getElementById('tesst').innerHTML="JavaScript is a 

prototype based scripting language"; </script>

Result:   

To validate the "async and type" attributes, the "src" attribute must be used compulsorily.
Do not add any contents inside <script>, in case "src" attribute is used.
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It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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style element

Topic

<style>

Explanation

Style element is used to highlight contents by applying styles. It is enough to set the style once, so 
that it can be applied wherever the style is required. 

<style type="text/css"> </style>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

scoped scoped Style will match the parent and child element of the element.

type text/css Indicates the style sheets MIME type.

media media_query Informs about media, which was optimized.

Example Code:

<html> <head> <style type="text/css"> h4 {text-align:right;color:brown} </style> </head> <body> <h4>HTML5</h4> 

</body> </html>

Result:   

HTML5

This element must be placed inside the <head>.
It is possible to use more than one style elements at once.
This element reduces the work load of a user. User can use this element once to apply style 
for the required portions in a content.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:
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It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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title element

Topic

<title>

Explanation

Title element is used to give the heading/caption for a document. 

<head> <title>Text</title> </head>

Example Code:

<html> <head> <title>Title of the Page/Document</title> </head> <body> <h4>HTML5</h4> </body> </html>

Result:   

HTML5

Contents mentioned inside this element will be exhibited only in the "title panel" of the 
browser.
There can be only one <title> in a HTML document.
It should be inserted inside the <head>.

It is available in the previuos versions of HTML.
It supports only the Global Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Sections

Topic

<title>

Explanation

Sections helps to combine/group the paragraphs. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Article Helps to apply unique style to the paragraphs.

Aside Use this tag to move/push the sub heading from the heading portion.

Address Shows the details of a location.

Body Place the entire contents, codes and elements inside this tag.

Footer It denotes the contents in footer.

Header Highlight the title of a content by using this tag.

NAV Use this tag to navigate from one page to another page.

Section Use this tag to differentiate the heading, sub heading in a content.
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Article tag

Topic

<article>

Explanation

Article tag helps to apply similar style to the entire paragraphs in an article.
Article is a group/set of paragraphs that are combined together. 

<article> <p>Content</p> </article>

Find the model of articles in "Blogs", contents published in "Newspaper" and also in "Forums" 
where people have expressed their comments or opinions. 
Example Code:

<html> <body> <article> <h3>Live Stream Hosting</h3> <p>Live streaming is a process of broadcasting events live 

over the Internet. It is mainly used to broadcast live scores, news, concerts, etc to the users through the websites.</p> 

<p>It is also used for video chats, conferences, training sessions, etc in various organizations where employees of 

various locations communicate with each other.</p> </article> </body> </html>

Result:   

Live Stream Hosting

Live streaming is a process of broadcasting events live over the Internet. It is mainly 
used to broadcast live scores, news, concerts, etc to the users through the websites.

It is also used for video chats, conferences, training sessions, etc in various 
organizations where employees of various locations communicate with each other.

The above content resembles an article.
It minimizes the repeated works done by a user. It is not necessary to apply style for each 
and every paragraph in an article.

It is newly introduced in HTML5. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Aside tag

Topic

<aside>

Explanation

Aside tag is used to push the content from the main heading.
It inserts space i.e. single line breaks in between the title and the content situated next to it. 

<aside> <h1>Title</h1> Content
</aside>

Sample aside contents can be seen in daily newspapers. 
Example Code:

<html> <body> <h4>Taj Mahal is a white Marble mausoleum situated at Agra in India.</h4> <aside>Last year, I made 

visit to Taj Mahal.</aside> </body> </html>

Result:   

Taj Mahal is a white Marble mausoleum situated at Agra in India.

Last year, I made visit to Taj Mahal.

It reduces the repetitive works of a user. Instead of using "Padding" feature, user can simply 
use this tag to push and separate the content from the title.

It is newly launched in HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers but except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous 
versions. 
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Address Tag

Topic

<Address>

Explanation

Address tag is used to describe the particulars of a place for e.g. address. 
If it is placed in a <body>, then it shows contact details for document. 

<address> Text <a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/address-
tag.html">Text</a> </address>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <address> You can mail to us at <a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/address-tag.html"> 

Hscripts</a> </address> </body> </html>

Result:   

You can mail to us at Hscripts

Text placed inside <address> will be exhibited in "Italic" style.
This element inserts 'single line breaks'.
Use this tag only when it is necessary to show the contact details.
If it is inserted in a <article>, then it shows contact details for the article.

It is available in previous versions of the HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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body tag

Topic

<Body>

Explanation

Body tag encloses the entire contents, coding related areas, elements and rest of features placed 
by the user. 

<html><head>Title</head><body>Text</body></html>

Example Code:

<html> <head> <h3>Title</h3> </head> <body> Main Content </body> </html>

Result:   

Title

Main Content

This tag must be placed between <head> and <html>.
It is mandatory to use this tag. Without the body portion a document cannot be formed.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML. But it was deprecated in HTML 4.01.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers. 
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Footer tag

Topic

<footer>

Explanation

Footer tag mentions the footer content.
Details like "contact information, copyright info, links to privacy policy and terms of usage" can be 
given in footer section. 

<footer>Content</footer>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <footer>All Rights reserved © hscripts.com</footer> </body> </html>

Result:   

All Rights reserved © hscripts.com

The above mentioned content wont be placed at footer section. User must to create the 
footer separately, in order to display the contents in it.
Address tag can be used with this tag, if "Contact Info" has to be mentioned in footer area.

It is newly intoduced in HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all browsers except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Header tag

Topic

<header>

Explanation

Header tag points the title and sub title of a content. 

<header><h2>Title</h2></header>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <header><h2>Jquery Script</h2></header> <p>It is a cross-browser JavaScript library.</p> </body> 

</html>

Result:   

Jquery Script

It is a cross-browser JavaScript library.

Addtional header tag cannot be added to the existing tag.
It does not mean that contents enclosed by header tag will be placed in header. User needs 
to create a header file individually, so that the header contents can be placed there.

It is customized and reintroduced in HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Nav (Navigation) Tag

Topic

<nav>

Explanation

Nav tag is the collection of "A" tags i.e. it encloses the entire "A" tags. 
It is used to insert navigational links, so the user can click the link and visit a new page. 

<nav> <a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/nav-tag.html">Text</a> </nav>

The navigational links are commonly seen in all the websites. 
Example Code:

<html> <body> <nav> <a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/nav-tag.html">Basic HTML Tutorial</a> </nav> 

</body> </html>

Result:   

Basic HTML Tutorial

The color, style and size of the texts enclosed by this tag can be modified.
Only the <a> can be used as an additional tag in <nav>.
The links which comes under footer section should be inserted in between <footer>.

It is newly launched in HTML5 and it is not available in the earlier versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers, except "Internet Explorer" 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Section Tag

Topic

<section>

Explanation

Section tag indicates the sections i.e. title, sub headings, footers in an article.

<section>
<h1-h6>Heading</h1-h6>
<p>content</p> </section>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <section> <h1>Hscripts</h1> <h5>HTML Tutorials</h5> <p>The Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 

is a language used to create hypertext documents that are platform independent.</p> </section> </body> </html>

Result:   

Hscripts

HTML Tutorials

The Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is a language used to create hypertext 
documents that are platform independent.

Instead of using <div> tag, user can use this tag to highlight a particular portion in a content.
Font style, size and color of the words in a document can be changed easily.

It is newly launched in HTML5 and it is not available in the earlier versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers, except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Grouping Elements

Topic

<section>

Explanation

Grouping Elements are used to combine/unite the contents available in document/article. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

BR Place single break line in between two texts/contents.

Blockquote Align the text from left side of the page.

DL Use this tag to group the tile and its related contents.

DT Indicates the contents title.

DD Refers to the sub title of a document.

HR Seperate the contents by inserting rulers.

LI Create a list item in a document.

OL This tag helps to create a order in a list.

Pre Helps to show the coding portion without executing it.

P Combine the different sections as a paragraph.

UL Create a bulleted list in a content.
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br element

Topic

<br /> (Break element)

Explanation

br element inserts single line break in between the contents. 

<br />Title<br /> <br />Content<br />

Example Code:

<p><font color=brown>Hscripts</font></p> <br />Hscripts website offers a collection of quality webmaster resources.<br 

/> <br />Hscripts site offers tools for web masters and developers.<br />

Result:   

Hscripts

Hscripts website offers a collection of quality webmaster resources.
Hscripts site offers tools for web masters and developers.

User must use this tag as like <br />. But if it is used like <br> then it will result in error.
No end/close tag is required for <br />.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the web browsers. 
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Blockquote Element

Topic

<Blockquote>

Explanation

Blockquote Element is used to align the text from left side.
Starting line of the text will be aligned from left. So, the main portion of the text will be placed at 
center below the title. 

<blockquote>Text</blockquote>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Value Description

cite It denotes the location from where the content is obtained. It is not mandatory.

Example Code:

<html> <body> <h4>Hscripts</h4> <blockquote cite="https://www.hscripts.com/"> Hscripts website offers a collection of 

quality webmaster resources and tools for web masters and developers. Easy to use, these web tools can really help 

you build, promote, or enhance your web site. </blockquote> </body> </html>

Result:   

Hscripts

Hscripts website offers a collection of quality webmaster resources and tools for 
web masters and developers. Easy to use, these web tools can really help you 
build, promote, or enhance your web site.

The model of these contents can be seen in books, magazines and also in journals.
Multiple <blockquote&gt can be added in a document.
It is necessary to apply the close/end tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
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Limitations:

It is applicable to all the web browsers. 
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dl (Definition List) Element

Topic

<DL> (Definition List Element)

Explanation

dl (definition list) element encloses the heading and the contents related to it (heading). 

<dl> <dt>Title</dt> <dd>Text</dd> </dl>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <dl> <dt>Most Used Web Browser</dt> <dd>- Mozilla Firefox</dd> <dt>Popular Web Browser</dt> 

<dd>- Chrome</dd> <dt>Top Ranked Web Browser</dt> <dd>- Internet Explorer</dd> </dl> </body> </html>

Result:   

Most Used Web Browser
- Mozilla Firefox

Popular Web Browser
- Chrome

Top Ranked Web Browser
- Internet Explorer

This element will not function, in case it is used without <dt> and <dd>.
<dt> defines the title and <dd> mentions the sub title.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major web browsers. 
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dt element

Topic

<DT> (Defintion Term Element)

Explanation

dt element is used to denote the title of the document or article. 

<dl> <dt>Title</dt> <dd>Text</dd> </dl>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <dl> <dt>Metropolitan Cities</dt> <dd>- Chennai</dd> <dd>- Kolkata</dd> </dl> </body> </html>

Result:   

Metropolitan Cities
- Chennai
- Kolkata

Use this tag to differentiate the sub headings from the heading portion.
It is necessary to add <dd> with this tag.
This tag must be placed inside the <dl>.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers.
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dd (Definition Description) Element

Topic

<dd&gt (Definition Description Element)

Explanation

DD (Definition Description) element is used to define the "sub heading/sub title". 

<dl> <dt>Text</dt> <dd>Text</dd> <dl>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <dl> <dt>Heading</dt> <dd>Subheading</dd> <dl> </body> </html>

Result:   

Heading
Subheading

The sub title will be aligned towards center i.e. text will be moved towards the center.
Place this element inside <dl>.
<dt> should be placed before this element in order to show the title. <dt> is used to display 
the title of a content.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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hr (Horizontal Rule) element

Topic

<hr> (Horizontal Rule Element)

Explanation

HR element inserts a horizontal ruler between two contents and separates it. 

Content<hr>Content

Example Code:

<html> <body> <h1>Older Version HTML 4.01</h1> <hr> <h1>New Version HTML5</h1> </body> </html>

Result:   

Older Version HTML 4.01

New Version HTML5

In HTML5, it is also mentioned as "Block" element.
It is not compulsory to close this tag.
Contents or HTML comments cannot be placed inside this input.

It is available in the earlier versions of HTML.
It supports only the Global Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major web browsers. 
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li (List) Element

Topic

<li> (List Element)

Explanation

LI Element is used to create list items in a HTML document. 

<ol>
<li>Text</li>
</ol> <ul>
<li>Text</li>
</ul>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

value number
Defines value of a list item. The value must be a number. It can 

be used only if the list is an ordered list.

Example Code 1:

<html> <body> <ul> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ul> </body> </html>

Result 1:   

Indigo
Jet Airways
Air India

Example Code 2:
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<html> <body> <ol> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ol> </body> </html>

Result 2:   

1. Indigo
2. Jet Airways
3. Air India

Use this element to highlight and differentiate the list item from rest of the content.
It is compulsory to place this element inside the <ul> or <ol>.

It is available in older versions of HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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ol element

Topic

<OL> (Ordered List Element)

Explanation

OL element is used to create ordered list in a HTML document. 

<ol> <li>Text</li> <li>Text</li> </ol>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

reversed reversed Signifies that the list order must be in descending order.

start number Mentions start value of an ordered list.

type 1, A, a, I, i Indicates the type of marker to be used in list.

"Reversed" attribute has been newly introduced in HTML5. 
Example:

<ol> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ol>

Result:   

1. Indigo
2. Jet Airways
3. Air India

Example For Start Attribute:

<ol start ="100"> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ol>

Result:   
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100. Indigo
101. Jet Airways
102. Air India

Example For Type Attribute:

<ol type ="i"> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ol>

Result:   

i. Indigo
ii. Jet Airways
iii. Air India

Example For Reversed Attribute:

<ol reversed="reversed"> <li>Indigo</li> <li>Jet Airways</li> <li>Air India</li> </ol>

Result:   

1. Indigo
2. Jet Airways
3. Air India

Make use of the element specific attributes to create variety of list items.
It is necessary to use &ltli> with this tag. The <li> must be used inside this tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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Pre (Preformatted) Element

Topic

<Pre> (Preformatted Element)

Explanation

Pre (preformatted) Element is used to display the contents exactly as mentioned by the user.
It shows the original format of a content. 

<pre>Text</pre>

Example Code:

<pre> HTML5 - Hyper Text Markup Language The format of HTML5 is Markup language. </pre>

Result:   

HTML5 - Hyper Text Markup Language
The format of HTML5 is Markup language.

If required, user can avoid line breaks and spaces in a document.
It will not execute the codes.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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p element

Topic

<P> (Paragraph Element)

Explanation

P element is used to the group the section of a content in a document. 

<p>Text</p>

Example Code:

<p>Hyper Text Markup Language [HTML] is a markup language used to create hypertext documents that are platform 

independent.</p>

Result:   

Hyper Text Markup Language [HTML] is a markup language used to create hypertext 
documents that are platform independent.

It is one among the most frequently used tags in HTML.
Use this element to combine the paragraph in a content.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major web browsers. 
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ul element

Topic

<UL> (Unordered List Element)

Explanation

UL element creates an "Unordered or bulleted lists" in a HTML document.
It is used along with the <li> to specify the list items. 

<ul> <li>Text</li> </ul>

Example Code:

<h4>Who is the present coach of Real Madrid?</h4> <ul> <li>Alex Ferguson</li> <li>Jose Mourinho</li> <li>Arsene 

Wenger</li> </ul>

Result:   

Who is the present coach of Real Madrid?

Alex Ferguson
Jose Mourinho
Arsene Wenger

It is mandatory to add <li> with this element.
To build "Ordered Lists", the <ol> can be used.
CSS can be used to style the list items.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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Manipulating Text

Topic

<UL> (Unordered List Element)

Explanation

Manipulating Text refers that the user have a control over the text, also to handle and modify them 
in a better way. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

A Use this tag to navigate from one page to another.

Abbr Provides abbreviation for a word/text.

B It highlights and differentiates a word from rest of the content.

BDO Override a sentence by using this tag.

Cite Highlights the important keywords in a content.

Code Shows the coding related areas in a different font style.

DFN Exhibit the definitions in a new style.

EM Use this tag to provide special importance to the keyword in a content.

Hgroup It combines the entire heading tags.

H1 Applies level 1 heading for a title.

H2 Set level 2 heading for title.

H3 Add level 3 heading for title.

H4 Apply level 4 heading for title.

H5 Insert level 5 heading for the title.

H6 Set level 6 heading for title.

I Use this tag to display the keywords in italic style.

KBD Applies a different font style to the text.
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Mark Highlights the word by adding color to the text.

Meter It mentions the measurement.

Progress Show progress of a work.

Q Add double quotes for words and highlight them by using this tag.

Samp Displays the texts in different font size and style.

Strong Highlights the keyword in a new style.

Sub Show the text below the base line.

Sup Exhibit a word above the base line.

Small Use this tag to display the text in smaller size.

Span Add styles to the texts in a content.

Var Show the variable in a different style.
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a tag

Topic

<a> (Anchor Tag)

Explanation

a tag mentions a hyperlink, which a user can use to move from one page to another. 

<a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/a-tag.html">Text</a>

Links by default will appear as follows:
1] Active link - Underlined and appears in red color.
2] Visited link - Underlined and displayed in purple color.
3] Unvisited link - Underlined and shown in blue color.
Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 

Attribute Value Description

href url
Indicates the URL of the link 

page.

hreflang language_code

Mentions about lang of 

document available in the 

link page.

media media_query
Defines the media/device, for 

which the link is optimized.

rel
bookmark, license, alternate, help, next, nofollow, 

prefetch, noreferrer, tag, prev, search, author

Reveals the connection 

between current page and 

link.

target _top,_blank,_parent,_self, framename
Indicates where to open the 

link.

type mime_type
Mentions MIME type of the 

linked document.

The above mentioned "Element Specific" attributes will function only when the "href" attribute is 
inserted in <a>. 
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Example Code 1:

<a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/a-tag.html">Great Statistics</a>

Result 1:   

Great Statistics

Example Code 2:

http://hioxindia.com/support/scp/ <a rel="prev" href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/a-

tag.html">Withfriendship</a>

Result 2:   

Withfriendship

Example Code 3:

<a target="_blank" href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/a-tag.html">Hscripts</a>

Result 3:   

Hscripts

In HTML 4.01, <a> was used as both hyperlink & anchor.
"_blank" value of target attribute helps to open a link in new window of a browser.
"self" value of target attribute is used to open a link in same page.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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abbr (Abbreviation) Tag

Topic

<Abbr> (Abbreviation Tag)

Explanation

Abbr Tag element is used to display the abbreviation for a text. 

<abbr title="Title">Text</abbr> Content

Example Code:

The <abbr title="Personal Computer">PC</abbr> is a programmable machine. It is designed to perform a sequence of 

arithmetic or logical operations.

Result:   

The PC is a programmable machine. It is designed to perform a sequence of arithmetic or 
logical operations.

To view the abbreviation, just hover/move the mouse cursor over the underlined text 
(acronym) in a content.
"Title" attribute is used to provide expansion to an acronym. It is mandatory to use this 
attribute.
Just mention the expansion of the abbreviation inside the title attribute.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers. 
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b (Bold) Tag

Topic

<B> (Bold Tag)

Explanation

B tag is used to apply bold effect to the important words in a content. 

<b>Content</b>

Example Code:

<b>India</b> is the seventh largest country by geographical area

Result:   

India is the seventh largest country by geographical area

The word "India" has been highlighted in above text area.
This tag can also used to provide special importance (highlight) to the keywords in a 
document.

It is available in the previous versions of the HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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bdo (Bidirectional Override) Tag

Topic

<BDO> (Bidirectional Override Tag)

Explanation

BDO tag is used to reverse the sentences in a document. It defines the direction of a text.
The word bdo stands for Bidirectional Override. 

<bdo dir="ltr/rtl">Text</bdo>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are mentioned below: 
Attribute Value Description

dir ltr, rtl It is mandatory. It specifies the direction of the charcaters in a content.

Example Code:

<bdo dir="ltr">This text will be placed from left to right</bdo>

<bdo dir="rtl">thgir ot tfel morf decalp eb lliw txet sihT</bdo>

Result:   

This text will be placed from left to right
thgir ot tfel morf decalp eb lliw txet sihT

Text can be placed either form "left to rigt" or else from "right to left".
The direction of the text is determined by the attirbute "dir".

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers. 
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Cite Tag

Topic

<Cite>

Explanation

Cite tag is used to highlight a particular word or group of words in a content.
It displays the contents in "Italic Style". 

<cite>Content</cite>

Example Code:

<h2>Hscripts</h2> <cite>Hscripts website</cite> offers a collection of quality webmaster resources and tools for web 

masters and developers. Easy to use, these web tools can really help you build, promote, or enhance your web site.

Result:   

Hscripts

Hscripts website offers a collection of quality webmaster resources and tools for web 
masters and developers. Easy to use, these web tools can really help you build, promote, 
or enhance your web site.

Use this tag to show a word in different font style and size.
This tag differentiates the text by providing separate style.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers.
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Code Tag

Topic

<Code>

Explanation

Code tag is used to highlight the coding portion (codes) in a document. 

<code>Text</code>

Example Code:

Type the below code to make SSH login <code>SSHD_Config</code>

Result:   

Type the below code to make SSH login SSHD_Config

The highlighted code will be differentiated from the rest of the contents.
The code is shown in the form of "Monospaced fonts or Non proportional fonts".
Use <code> with <pre> in order to highlight two or more codes in a HTML document.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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dfn (Definition) Tag

Topic

<dfn> (Definition Tag)

Explanation

DFN tag is used to provide importance (highlight) to the "definitions" in a content. 
Definitions are shown in different font size and style. 

<dfn>Text</dfn>

Example Code:

<dfn>Hyper Text Markup Language</dfn> is a markup language used to create hypertext documents that are platform 

independent.

Result:   

Hyper Text Markup Language is a markup language used to create hypertext documents 
that are platform independent.

Use this tag to highlight the definitions in a document.
Firefox and Opera browsers will display the text enclosed by <dfn> in Italic Font.
Chrome and Safari browsers will display the words inserted between <dfn> in Upright Font.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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em (Emphasis) tag

Topic

<EM> (Emphasis Tag)

Explanation

EM tag is used to emphasize a text i.e. highlights a word/text in a document.
It displays the text in "Italic" style and differentiates it from the rest of the content. 

<em>Text</em>

Example Code:

Kingfisher Airlines is owned by <em>Vijay Mallya</em>

Result:   

Kingfisher Airlines is owned by Vijay Mallya

Only texts or contents can be added with this element.
It resembles the <i>. But it shows the text in a different font style and size.
If required the "CSS" can be used to get more effect than this element.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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hgroup tag

Topic

<hgroup>

Explanation

Hgroup tag is a set of tags from <h1> to <h6>.
It can also be denoted as the "Heading Tag". 

<hgroup> <h1>Text</h1> <h2>Text</h2> <h3>Text</h3> <h4>Text</h4> <h5>Text</h5> 
<h6>Text</h6> </hgroup>

Example Code:

<hgroup> <h1>Scripts</h1> <h2>Php Scripts</h2> <h3>Javascripts</h3> <h4>Jquery Scripts</h4> <h5>Ajax 

scripts</h5> <h6>Jsp Scripts</h6> </hgroup>

Result:   

Scripts

Php Scripts

Javascripts

Jquery Scripts

Ajax scripts

Jsp Scripts

The font color and style of the contents placed inside this tag can be changed.
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It is not possible to modify the size of contents enclosed by this tag.

It is newly launched in HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the major browsers, except "Internet Explorer" 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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h1 (Heading) tag

Topic

<H1>

Explanation

H1 tag is used to apply "Level 1" heading in a document. 

<h1>Text</h1>

Example Code:

<h1>Level 1 Heading</h1>

Result:   

Level 1 Heading

<hl> is referred as "Level 1" heading.
The font size obtained in level 1 heading is "24 pixels".
Apply <h1> to <h6> to insert headings in a content or passage.
<h1> to <h6> is referred as the six levels of headings in HTML5. It is possible to use the 
heading tags separately.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all browsers. 
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h2 tag

Topic

<H2>

Explanation

H2 tag is used to insert level 2 heading in a document.

<h2>Text</h2>

Example Code:

<h2>Level 2 Heading</h2>

Result:   

Level 2 Heading

<h2> is considered as "Level 2" heading.
The font size derived in level 2 heading is "18 pixels".
It is necessary to add closing tags for this tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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h3 tag

Topic

<H3>

Explanation

H3 tag is used to add level 3 heading in a document. 

<h3>Text</h3>

Example Code:

<h3>Level 3 Heading</h3>

Result:   

Level 3 Heading

<h3> is considered as "Level 3" heading.
The font size obtained in level 3 heading is "14 pixels".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers. 
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h4 tag

Topic

<H4>

Explanation

H4 tag is used to appy level 4 heading in a document. 

<h4>Text</h4>

Example Code:

<h4>Level 4 Heading</h6>

Result:   

Level 4 Heading

<h4> is considered as "Level 4" heading.
The font size derived in level 4 heading is "12 pixels".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers.
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h5 tag

Topic

<H5>

Explanation

H5 tag applies level 5 heading in a document. 

<h5>Text</h5>

Example Code:

<h5>Level 5 Heading</h5>

Result:   

Level 5 Heading

<h5> is considered as "Level 5" heading.
The font size obtained in level 5 heading is "10 pixels".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers.
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h6 tag

Topic

<H6>

Explanation

H6 tag is used to set level 6 heading in a document. 

<h6>Text</h6>

Example Code:

<h6>Level 6 Heading</h6>

Result:   

Level 6 Heading

<h6> is considered as "Level 6" heading.
The font size derived in level 6 heading is "8 pixels".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major web browsers.
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i tag

Topic

<I> (Italic Tag)

Explanation

I tag is used to apply "Italic Font" to the texts.

Content<i>Text</i>Content

Example Code:

Iranian film <i>A Separation</i> won Oscar award for best foreign film

Result:   

Iranian film A Separation won Oscar award for best foreign film

It highlights and differentiates the words from rest of the content.
<em> can be used as a replacement to <i>.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML 5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Kbd Tag

Topic

<kbd>

Explanation

kbd tag is used to highlight and apply different font style and size to a word.
Either it defines for the 'user input' or else for 'keyboard input'. 

Content<kbd>Text</kbd>

Example Code:

A R Rahman performed at <kbd>Oscar Awards Function</kbd>

Result:   

A R Rahman performed at Oscar Awards Function

Use this tag to highlight and differentiate a word at once.
User must apply proper closing or end tags for this tag.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Mark tag

Topic

<mark>

Explanation

Mark tag is used to highlight a particular word in a content.
By default the text will be highlighted in "Yellow" color. 

Content<mark>Text</mark>

Example Code:

Coimbatore is also known as <mark>Kovai</mark>

Result:   

Coimbatore is also known as Kovai

Use this tag to differentiate a text from rest of the content
"CSS" Style can be used to change the default "Yellow" color to any other color.
The highlighted text will attract the person who ever views the content.

It is newly introduced in HTML5. It does not exist in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all browsers except Internet Explorer 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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Meter tag

Topic

<meter>

Explanation

Meter tag is used to describe the measurement. 

<meter value="Value" min="Value" max="Value">Value</meter> <meter 
value="Value">Percentage</meter>

The Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

form From_id It indicates one or more forms where the <meter> belongs to.

high Number It points the range that is considered to be a high value.

low Number It specify the range that is considered to be a low value.

min Number It indicates the maximum value of the range.

max Number It mentions the maximum vaue of the range.

optimum Number It points the optimal value for the gauge.

value Number
It indicates the current value of the gauge. It is compulsorily 

to use this attribute.

Example Code 1:

<meter value="50" min="0" max="100">50 out of 100</meter> <meter value="0.5">50%</meter>

Result 1:   

50 out of 10050%

Example Code 2:
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<meter value="10.0" high="0.9" low="0.1" optimum="0.5">

Result 2:   

It is possible to set the lowest and highest value for a measurement.
If the value comes below the minimum value then it is shown in "Yellow" color.
If the value exceeds the maximum value then it is displayed in "Golden" color.

It is newly introduced in HTML5 and it does not exist in previous versions of the HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function only in "Chrome and Opera" browsers. 
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progress tag

Topic

<progress>

Explanation

Progress tag shows the progress of the work. 

<progress value="Value" max="Value"></progress>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

max Number It indicates the total work which the task requires as whole.

value Number It shows the finished tasks.

Example Code:

Page loads <progress value="50" max="100"></progress>

Result:   

Page loads 

Work progress is shown in image format.
It lessens the additional works done by a user. Previously "Javascript" is used to show work 
progress in image format. But now user can use this tag to show about progress of a work.
It is not feasible to set the minimum value in this tag.
The max attribute denotes the width of the progress bar.

It is newly launched in HTML5 and it does not exist in the previous versions of HTML. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Firefox and Chrome browsers. 
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q tag

Topic

<Q> (Quote Tag)

Explanation

Q tag is used to insert double quotes for the texts and highlight them. 

<q>Text</q>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

cite URL Indicates source of the quote.

Example Code:

<q>Coffee</q> is a brewed beverage with a dark and acidic flavor. It is prepared from the roasted seeds of the coffee 

plant

Result:   

"Coffee" is a brewed beverage with a dark and acidic flavor. It is prepared from the roasted 
seeds of the coffee plant

Add double quotes for the texts or sentences and highlight them.
When viewers sees the quoted words, they can able to understand that it is an important 
keyword.
Apply proper closing tags for this tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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samp (Sample) tag

Topic

<Samp> (Sample Tag)

Explanation

Samp tag is used to highlight and show the text in different font style and size. 

<samp>Text</samp>

Example Code:

Who is the head of <samp>ICICI Bank</samp>?

Result:   

Who is the head of ICICI Bank?

It can be used to display the codes.
It can be added with the <pre>.
Browsers normally display the sample content in a "monospaced font".

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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Strong Tag

Topic

<Strong>

Explanation

Strong tag is used to highlight a text by showing it in a different font style and size. 

<strong>Text</strong>

Example Code:

<strong>Cascading Style Sheets</strong> are used along with html tags. CSS help users to create much <strong> 

elegant and neat html web pages.</strong>

Result:   

Cascading Style Sheets are used along with html tags. CSS help users to create much 
elegant and neat html web pages.

The purpose of this tag is used to highlight the texts.
It makes the texts to have bolder effect.
It almost resembles the <b>.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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sub tag

Topic

<Sub> (Subscript Tag)

Explanation

Sub tag is used to display the text below the normal base line. 

<sub>Text</sub>

Example Code 1:

The formula for Water is H<sub>20

Result 1:   

The formula for Water is H20

Example Code 2:

Voir aussi la balise <sub> pour definir </sub> le texte en exposant.

Result 2:   

Voir aussi la balise  pour definir  le texte en exposant.

The <sup> can used with this element.
It helps to display the formulas and mathematical expressions accurately.
It suits well to the French language, as it helps to represent the abbreviations.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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sup tag

Topic

<Sup> (Superscript Tag)

Explanation

Sup tag is used to show a text above the normal base line. 

<sup>Text</sup>

Example Code:

<h4>Nano is a metric unit prefix, which is also denoted as 10<sup>-9</sup></h4>

Result:   

Nano is a metric unit prefix, which is also denoted as 10-9

It helps to show the mathematical symbols exactly as mentioned in books.
It is necessary to add proper closing tags for this tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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small tag

Topic

<Small>

Explanation

Small tag is used to show a normal text into smaller text.

<small>Text</small>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <p>Email Us to: Support@hscripts.com</p> <small>All Rights reserved hscripts.com</small> </body> 

</html>

Result:   

Email Us to: Support@hscripts.com

All Rights reserved hscripts.com

This tag is often used to denote the copyright contents.
Use this tag to differentiate a particular word from rest of the contents.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all browsers. 
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span tag

Topic

<Span>

Explanation

Span tag is used to add styles to the text, without inserting single line breaks in same line. 

<span style="color:Color Name">Text</span>

Example Code:

<style type="text/css"> .content1 { font-family: Monaco, Verdana, Sans-serif; font-size:12px; border: 1px solid #D0D0D0; 

color: #002166; } </style> <h1>Header 2</h1> <table cellpadding=3 cellspacing=5 border="0"> <tbody> <tr> 

<th>Scripts</th><th>Tutorials</th> </tr> <tr> <td><span class='content1'>PHP Script</span></td> <td><span 

class='content1'>PHP Tutorial</span></td> </tr> </tbody> </table>

Result:   

Header 2

Scripts Tutorials

PHP 

Script

PHP 

Tutorial

It is most commonly used to add styles to the tables.
It will not affect the contents in the table/document.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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var (Variable) Tag

Topic

<Var> (Variable Tag)

Explanation

Var tag is used to display a "Variable" in separate font and style.
It is used to highlight the variable. 

<var>Text</var>

Example Code:

<var>Variable</var> a symbolic name associated with a value and whose associated value can be modified.

Result:   

Variable a symbolic name associated with a value and whose associated value can be 
modified.

Variable can be of "Mathematical expression or Application code".
Apply proper closing tag for this input.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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Editing Tags

Topic

<Var> (Variable Tag)

Explanation

Editing Tags helps to remove or include a word in a content.
List of available elements: 
Value Description

INS Insert a word or text in a content.

DEL Remove the unnecessary text in a document.
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ins tag

Topic

<Ins> (Insert Tag)

Explanation

Ins tag is used to insert a new text/word in a content.
By default, browser underlines the newly inserted word. 

<ins>Text</ins>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Value Description

cite Indicates the URL of the document. It defines the reason for embedding a text.

datetime Mentions the date and time when the text has been embedded.

Example Code:

<h5>The current capital of Maharashtra is <del>Bombay</del> <ins>Mumbai</ins></h5>

Result:   

The current capital of Maharashtra is Bombay Mumbai

Viewers can easily identify the inserted word by seeing the underlined texts.
It can be used with <del>.
It is one among the editing elements in HTMl5.

It is available in previous versions of HTML5. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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del tag

Topic

<Del> (Delete Tag)

Explanation

Del tag is used to remove a word from a content. 

<del>Text</del>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

cite url
Used to describe the reason for deleting 

the particular text.

datetime YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssTZD
It mentions the date and time at when the 

text was deleted.

Example Code:

<h4>Capital of India is <del>Delhi</del> New Delhi</h4>

Result:   

Capital of India is Delhi New Delhi

The striked text denotes that the word has been deleted from the content.
It simply strikes over the text. But it does not remove it.
It is not necessary to add <ins> with this tag.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Embed Tags

Topic

<Del> (Delete Tag)

Explanation

Embed Tags helps to insert image and the media files in a webpage. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Figure It groups the image files and inserts in a webpage.

Image Helps to add an image in a webpage.

Iframe Use this tag to add inline frame in a HTML document.
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Figure tag

Topic

<figure>

Explanation

Figure tag helps to group the entire images under it. 
It helps to add an image in a webpage. 

<figure> <img src="File Name" alt="Name" height="Value" width="Value"> </figure>

Example Code:

<figure> <img src="./images/Dortmund-Airport.jpg" alt="Dortmund Airport" height="300" width="325"> </figure>

Result:   

The content will not get affected, even if this tag is removed.
It is possible to modify the border and size of the image.
To insert a description for an image, the "Figcaption" tag can be used. It should be applied 
inside the figure tag.
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It is newly launched with HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers except "Internet Explorer" 8.0 and its previous versions. 
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img tag

Topic

<Img> (Image Tag)

Explanation

Img tag is used to insert an image in a webpage. 

<img src="Image Source" />

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

src url It is necessary. It mentions the URL of an image.

height pixels Indicates the height of an image

width pixels Indicates the width of an image.

ismap ismap Denotes an imge as server side image map.

alt text It helps to provide title for an image. It is mandatory.

usemap #mapname Defines an image as a client side image map.

Example Code:

<img src="./images/mushroom-clipart5.gif" width="75" height="75" alt="Mushroom" />

Result:   

The attributes "src & alt" must be included in the <img>.
It is necessary to apply proper closing for this tag.
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It is available in previous versions of the HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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iframe tag

Topic

<iframe>

Explanation

Iframe tag inserts an "Inline Frame" in a HTML document.
The inline frames helps to fix a source in a HTML document. 

<iframe src="URL"></iframe>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

name name Mentions the name of iframe.

height pixels Denotes the height level of iframe.

width pixels Denotes the width level of iframe.

src url
The address/URL of the content to be 

fixed in iframe.

sandbox
"", allow-forms, allow-same-origin, 

allow-scripts, allow-top-navigation
Creates limitations for iframe contents.

seamless seamless
Defines that iframe should look like the 

part of the containg document.

srcdoc HTML_code
The HTML content of a page to be 

shown in iframe.

"Height, Sandbox, Seamless and SRC" attributes were newly introduced in HTML5. 
Example Code:

<iframe src="http://www.jqslider.com/" name="JQuery Slide Show Effects" height="125" width="400"></iframe>

Result:   
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Use "Height and Width" attributes to maximize and minimize the size of the iframe.
User can use this tag to promote the site by displaying "Ads".
If required, the CSS can be used to add "Scrollbars" for iframe.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Table Elements

Topic

<iframe>

Explanation

Table Elements helps to create table and customize it in the most effective way. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Table Create tables in a HTML document.

Thead Use this tag to insert "titles" for a table.

Tbody Insert all the code, contents and inputs in this tag.

Tfoot Moves the table cells at the bottom of the table.

TD To create a single cell, use this tag.

TH It points the header cells of a table.

TR Use this tag to create a table row.

Caption Provides title for a table.

Col It denotes the overall columns in a table.

Colgroup Merge/combine the table columns by using this tag.
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table tag

Topic

<Table>

Explanation

Table tag is used to create a table in the HTML document. 

<table border="Value"> <tr> <th>Text</th> </tr> <tr> </table>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

border "0", "1" Set table border

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <tr> <th>Airline</th> <th>From - To</th> <th>Price (Rs)</th> </tr> <tr> <td>Kingfisher</td> 

<td>Chennai to Mumbai</td> <td>10000</td> </tr> <tr> <td>Spicejet</td> <td>Delhi to Kolkata</td> <td>8000</td> 

</tr> </table>

Result:   

Airline From - To
Price 
(Rs)

Kingfisher Chennai to Mumbai 10000

Spicejet Delhi to Kolkata 8000

It is mandatory to include <tr> and <td> elements inside <table>.
<th> specifies the Table Header.
<tr> specifies the Table Row.
<td> specifies the Table Cell.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
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It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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thead tag

Topic

<Thead>

Explanation

Thead tag inserts the header content or title in table.

<table border="Value"> <thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr> </thead> </table>

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <thead> <tr> <th>Airline</th> <th>From - To</th> <th>Price</th> </tr> </thead> <tfoot> <tr> 

<td>Kingfisher</td> <td>Chennai to Mumbai</td> <td>10000</td> </tr> </tfoot> <tbody> <tr> <td>Jet Airways</td> 

<td>Kochi to Kolkata</td> <td>12500</td> </tr> <tr> <td>Spicejet</td> <td>Delhi to Bangalore</td> <td>11000</td> 

</tr> </tbody> </table>

Result:   

Airline From - To Price

Kingfisher Chennai to Mumbai 10000

Jet 

Airways
Kochi to Kolkata 12500

Spicejet Delhi to Bangalore 11000

It wont affect the structure of the table, even if this tag is removed.
<td> cannot be added inside this input.
One or more <tr&gt elements can be placed inside this input.
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It should be inserted before <tbody>, <tfoot> and <tr> elements.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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tbody tag

Topic

<Tbody>

Explanation

Tbody tag is used to group the contents in the body in a table.

<table border="value">
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody> </table>

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <thead> <tr> <th>Airline</th> <th>From - To</th> <th>Price (Rs)</th> </tr> </thead> <tbody> <tr> 

<td>Kingfisher</td> <td>Chennai to Mumbai</td> <td>10000</td> </tr> <tr> <td>Spicejet</td> <td>Delhi to 

Kolkata</td> <td>8000</td> </tr> </tbody> </table>

Result:   

Airline From - To Price (Rs)

Kingfisher Chennai to Mumbai 10000

Spicejet Delhi to Kolkata 8000

It must be used inside the <table>.
<thead> and <tfoot> can be added with this tag.
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It should be placed after the <colgroup>, <thead> and <caption>.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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tfoot tag

Topic

<Tfoot>

Explanation

Tfoot tag is used to place the cells at the bottom of the table. 

<table border="Value">
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tfoot>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tfoot>

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <thead> <tr> <th>Airline</th> <th>From - To</th> <th>Price (Rs)</th> </tr> </thead> <tfoot> <tr> 

<td>Kingfisher</td> <td>Chennai to Mumbai</td> <td>10000</td> </tr> </tfoot> <tbody> <tr> <td>Jet Airways</td> 

<td>Kochi to Kolkata</td> <td>12500</td> </tr> <tr> <td>Spicejet</td> <td>Delhi to Bangalore</td> <td>11000</td> 

</tr> </tbody> </table>

Result:   

Airline From - To Price (Rs)

Kingfisher Chennai to Mumbai 10000

Jet 

Airways
Kochi to Kolkata 12500
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Airline From - To Price (Rs)

Spicejet Delhi to Bangalore 11000

It will not affect the "Layout or Structure" of the table, when the cells were moved to bottom 
of the table.
It is one among the Table Elements in HTML5.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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td tag

Topic

<td> (Table Data Tag)

Explanation

TD tag mentions a individual cell in a table.

<table border = "Value"> <tr> <td>Text</td> </tr> </table>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

colspan number Mentions the total number of columns, the cell should span.

headers header_id Denotes the multiple header cells to which the cell is related to.

rowspan number Defines the total number of rows, the cell should span.

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <tr> <td>Internet Explorer</td> <td>Chrome</td> <td>Firefox</td> <td>Opera</td> </tr> </table>

Result:   

Internet Explorer Chrome Firefox Opera

It should be placed inside the <table> and <tr>.
Text enclosed by this element will align left by default.
It cannot be placed inside the <thead>.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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th tag

Topic

<th> (Table Heading Tag)

Explanation

TH tag denotes the header cells in a table i.e. the title portion.
It displays the text enclosed by <th> in bold font and aligns centre. 

<table border = "Value"> <tr> <th>Text</th> </tr> </table>

Normally, there are two types of cells available in a table. They are "Header and Standard Cell".
1] Header Cells are created by <th>. It owns header information.
2] Standard Cells are created by <td>. It has general information.
Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 

Attribute Value Description

colspan number
Groups the cells from the specified number of 

columns into a sole cell.

headers header_id
Denotes the multiple header cells to which the cell 

is related to.

rowspan number
Combines the cells from the specified number of 

rows into an individual cell.

scope
col, colgroup, row, 

rowgroup

Denotes the header cell acts as header for column, 

row or group of columns or row.

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <tr> <th>Internet Explorer</th> <th>Chrome</th> <th>Firefox</th> <th>Opera<th> </tr> <tr> 

<td>Popular Browser</td> <td>Well Known Browser</td> <td>Most Used Browser</td> <td>Reliable Browser</td> </tr> 

</table>

Result:   
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Internet Explorer Chrome Firefox Opera

Popular Browser Well Known Browser Most Used Browser Reliable Browser

It must be placed inside the <tr&gt and </tr&gt should be placed inside the <table>.
It is one among the "Table Elements" in HTML5.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the major browsers. 
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tr tag

Topic

<tr> (Table Row Tag)

Explanation

TR tag indicates a "Row" in a table. 

<table border = "Value"> <tr> <th>Text</th> </tr> </table>

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <tr> <th>Internet Explorer</th> <th>Chrome</th> <th>Firefox</th> <th>Opera<th> </tr> <tr> 

<td>Popular Browser</td> <td>Well Known Browser</td> <td>Most Used Browser</td> <td>Reliable Browser</td> </tr> 

</table>

Result:   

Internet Explorer Chrome Firefox Opera

Popular Browser Well Known Browser Most Used Browser Reliable Browser

It can be used as the child element of <table>, <thead>, <tbody> and <tfoot>.
It encloses <th> and <td> elements.
It is one among the "Table Elements" in HTML5.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers. 
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caption tag

Topic

<Caption>

Explanation

Caption tag provides a "title" for a table. The title of the table is termed as "Caption". 

<caption> <tr> <th>Text</th> <th>Text</th> </tr> <tr> <td>Text</td> <td>Value</td> </tr> 
</caption>

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <caption>Market Share</caption> <tr> <th>Company</th> <th>Percent</th> </tr> <tr> 

<td>Nokia</td> <td>60</td> </tr> <tr> <td>Sony Ericson</td> <td>40</td> </tr> </table>

Result:   

Market Share

Company Percent

Nokia 60

Sony Ericson 40

This tag must be placed inside the <table>.
The titles are placed at the "center" of the table.
User can use only one title for a table.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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col tag

Topic

<Col>

Explanation

Col tag mentions the entire columns available in a table. 

<table border="Value"> <colgroup span="Value" style="background-color:Place Color 
Name"> <col width="Value"></col> <col width="Value"></col> </colgroup> <tr> 
<td>Name</td> <td>Value</td> </tr> </table>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

Span Number Defines how much time a <col> should span in the columns.

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <colgroup> <col span="2" style="background-color:brown;" /> <col style="background-color:white;" 

/> </colgroup> <tr> <th>Model> <th>Price> </tr> <tr> <td>Nokia 5220> <td>6000> </tr> <tr> <td>Nokia 6220> 

<td>7500> </tr> </table>

Result:   

Model Price

Nokia 5220 6000

Nokia 6220 7500

This tag must be placed inside the <table>.
When span attribute is applied, then there is no need to apply style for the entire column and 
row in a table.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
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Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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colgroup tag

Topic

<Colgroup>

Explanation

Colgroup tag helps to combine the columns in a table.
"Colgroup" is the collection of entire table columns.

<table border="Value"> <colgroup span="value" style="background-color:Color Name"> 
<colgroup width="Value"></colgroup> <colgroup width="Value"></colgroup> </colgroup> 
<tr> <td>Name</td> <td>Value</td> </tr> </table>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

span number Defines how much time a <colgroup> should span in the column.

Example Code:

<table border="1"> <colgroup span="2" style="background-color:blue"> </colgroup> <tr> <td>Column 1</td> 

<td>Column 2</td> <td>Column 3</td> <td>Column 4</td> <td>Column 5</td> </tr> </table>

Result:   

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5

It must be placed after <caption> and placed before <thead>, <tbody>, <tfoot> and <tr>.
It is enough to apply this tag at once, so it will insert styles to the entire columns of a table.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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Form Elements

Topic

<Colgroup>

Explanation

Form Elements provides an opportunity for the user to develop the form and add variety of 
features to it. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Datalist Predefined options for <input> are provided by this input.

Fieldset Group the items in a form by using tag.

Form Creates a "Form" in a webpage by using this element.

Input Use this element to get values from the user.

Label Create a label within a form.

Optgroup Use this element to group the choices in drop down list box.

Option Creates choices in the drop down list box.

Output Calculate the sum/total of two values.

Select Use this element to create a drop down list box.

Textarea Create a text area in a HTML document.
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datalist element

Topic

<datalist>

Explanation

Datalist element encloses the entire <option>. 

<input list="Text" name="Text" /> <datalist id="Text"> <option value="Text"> </datalist> 
<input type="submit"/>

Example Code:

<p>Enter a celebrity name:</p> <label> <input type="text" name="celebrities" list="types"> <datalist id="types"> <option 

value="Tom Cruise"> <option value="Tiger Woods"> <option value="Roger Federer"> <option value="Johny Depp"> 

<option value="Paul Walker"> </datalist> </label>

Result:   

Enter a celebrity name:

<input> must be included with the <datalist>.
When user enters value in the text box, then the options are automatically filled.

It is newly introduced in HTML5 and it is not available in previous versions of HTML. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera and Firefox browsers. 
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fieldset element

Topic

<Fieldset>

Explanation

Fieldset element is used to combine/categorize the items in a form. 

<fieldset style="text-align:(Left/Right/Center);"> <legend><b>Title</b></legend> Text 
<input type="text" /> Text <input type="text" /> </fieldset>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

disabled disabled It helps to turn off the fieldset. It is an boolean attribute.

form form_id Indicates the "ID" of the fieldset.

name text Mentions a name for the fieldset.

The above mentioned attributes were not applicable in HTML 4.01. 
Example Code:

<fieldset style="text-align:left;"> <legend><b>Personal Details</b></legend> Name <input type="text" /> Age <input 

type="text" /> DOB <input type="text" /> Email id <input type="text" /> Mobile No <input type="text" /> </fieldset>

Result:   
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It is necessary to use <legend> with this element. It should be placed inside this tag.
<Legend> provides an outline.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Form Attribute

Topic

<input form ='form id'>

Explanation

Form attribute indicates the forms, related to the <input>.
Example Code:

<form action="demo9.php" target="my-iframe1" id="form1"> Enter your name: <input type="text" name="name" /> 

Contact Num: <input type="text" name="num" /> <input type="submit" value="Submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Enter your name: 
Contact Num: 

"Space separated list" of form ids can be used to refer multiple number of forms.
It is possible to place the input field on out of a HTML form.

Limitations:

It is applicable in all the browsers but except the "Internet Explorer". 
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input element

Topic

<Input>

Explanation

Input element is used to receive values from the user. 

<form action="File Name">
Text<input type="text" name="lname" />
<input type="Value" value="Value"> </form>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: autocomplete 
Attribute Value Description

accept audio/*, video/*, image/*, MIME_type

Defines the nature of files 

accepted by the server. It is 

available only for type = file.

alt text
Lists alternate text for images. 

Available only for type "image".

autocomplete on & off
Mentions <input&gt to have 

autocomplete enabled or not.

autofocus autofocus
<input&gt will get focus 

automatically, if the page loads.

checked checked <input&gt should be prese

disabled disabled The <input&gt must be disabled.

form form_id
Denotes multiple forms to which 

the <input&gt belongs to.

formaction url

Mention about source of the file. 

It process the input control when 

the form is submitted.
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formmethod get & post

Illustrates the HTTP method to 

send data to the action URL. It is 

applicable for the attribute, type 

"submit" and type="image".

formnovalidate formnovalidate

Form elements will not be 

validated when it has been 

submitted.

formtarget blank, _self, _parent, _top, framename

Signifies at where to exhibit the 

response. The response is 

obtained after submitting form.

height pixels Mentions height of the <input&gt.

list datalist_id
Signifies <datalist>. It owns 

predefined options for <input&gt.

max number & date
Defines maximum value for 

<input&gt.

maxlength number

Specifies regarding the 

maximum noumber of 

characters permitted in 

<input&gt.

min number & date
Defines minimum value for 

<input&gt.

multiple multiple
User is allowed to enter multiple 

vaues in <input>.

name text Name of <input> is mentioned.

pattern regexp

Mentions about regular 

expression for checking the 

input value.

placeholder text
short hint that depicts the 

expected value of <input>.

readonly readonly The input filed is readonly.
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required required
Input field should be filled before 

form is submitted.

size number
Width denoted in characters of 

<input>.

src url

URL of the image to be used as 

"Submit button" It is available 

only for the type "image".

step number
Mentions legal number intervals 

for an input field.

type

button, checkbox, color, date, datetime, 

datetime-local, email, file, hidden, 

image, month, number, password, radio, 

range, reset, search, submit, tel, text, 

time, url, week

Type <input> to display.

value text Value of <input> is defined.

width pixels Width of <input> is denoted.

Example Code:

<h5>Fill up the below fields:</h5> <form> Name:<input type="text" name="first_name" maxlength="100" /> Age:<input 

type="text" name="last_name" maxlength="100" /> Phone:<input type="text" name="last_name" maxlength="100" /> 

Email:<input type="text" name="last_name" maxlength="100" /> DOB:<input type="text" name="last_name" 

maxlength="100" /> <input type="submit" value="Submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Fill up the below fields:
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Name:

Age:

Phone no:

Email id:

DOB:

By default, the values will be passed to url if the form is submitted.
It must be placed inside the <form>.
It acts as an interactive tool in a webpage.

It is available in previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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label element

Topic

<Label>

Explanation

Label element is used to create label within a form. The label acts as the "option". 

<form> <label>Text</label> <input type="Value" name="Text" id="Text"> </form>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

for element_id Mentions about the label related to from input.

form form_id Indicates the forms, to which the label belongs to.

Example Code:

<p>Would you like to login?</p> <form> <input type="radio" name="Login" id="Yes" /> <label for="Yes">Yes</label> 

<br> <input type="radio" name="Login" id="No" /> <label for="No">No</label> </form>

Result:   

Would you like to login?

Yes No

Click and select the available options.
It must be enclosed by the <form> and <Input>.

It is available in previous versions of HTML5. 
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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optgroup element

Topic

<Optgroup>

Explanation

Optgroup element is used to categorize the set of options in the drop down list box.

<select> <optgroup label="Text"> <option value="Text">Text</option> <option 
value="Text">Text</option> </optgroup> </select>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

label text It indicates name/title for the option group.

disabled disabled
The entire category will be disabled and also the user cannot 

choose any option.

Example Code:

<p>View the Metropolitan cities of India</p> <select> <optgroup label="Metropolitan Cities of India"> <option 

value="delhi">Delhi</option> <option value="mumbai">Mumbai</option> <option value="kolkata">Kolkata</option> 

<option value="chennai">Chennai</option> </optgroup> </select>

Result:   

View the Metropolitan cities of India

DelhiMumbaiKolkataChennai

It must be placed inside the <select>.
User cannot select or edit the title i.e. label.
This element is used to categorize the list of options.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
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Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers. 
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option element

Topic

<Option>

Explanation

Option element is used to create the options/choices in a drop down list box. 

<select> <option value="Text">Text</option> </select>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

disabled disabled A particular option will be disabled.

label text Provides shorter label for an option.

selected selected
When the page gets loaded, it makes a particular option 

selected as default.

value text Value should be sent to the server.

Example Code:

<p>What is the capital of Switzerland?</p> <select> <option value="Zurich">Zurich</option> <option 

value="Bern">Bern</option> <option value="Geneva">Geneva</option> <option value="Basel">Basel</option> 

</select>

Result:   

What is the capital of Switzerland?

ZurichBernGenevaBasel

It must be placed inside the <select>.
In HTML 4.01, the <datalist> cannot include this element.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
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Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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output element

Topic

<output>

Explanation

Output element is used to find the sum of two numbers. 

<form oninput="x.value=parseInt(a.value)+parseInt(b.value)">0 <input type="Value" 
name="Name" value="Value"/>500 +<input type="Value" name="Name" value="Value" /> 
=<output name="Value" for="Name"></output> </form>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

for element_id
Defines the connection between the inputs used in 

calculation and calculation result.

form form_id
Defines additional forms, in which the <output> is a part of 

it.

name name Mentions a name for input.

Example Code:

<form oninput="x.value=parseInt(a.value)+parseInt(b.value)">0 <input type="range" name="a" value="100"/>500 

+<input type="number" name="b" value="100" /> =<output name="x" for="a b"></output> </form>

Result:   

0 

500 +

=

User cannot edit the result.
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Results are delivered simultaneously when user enters the values in text boxes.
The minimum value is set as "Zero".

It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
It is newly introduced in HTML5 and it is not available in earlier versions of HTML.
Limitations:

Except Internet Explorer, it will function in all the browsers. 
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select element

Topic

<Select>

Explanation

Select element is used to create drop down list box. 

<select>
<option value="Text">Text</option> </select>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

autofocus autofocus When webpage loads, the drop down list must automatically get focus.

disabled disabled Indicates that the drop down list must be disabled.

form form_id Illustrates the forms, which belongs to select field.

multiple multiple Enables user to pick multiple items at once.

name text Fixes name for the drop down list.

size number Specifies the total number of visible options in drop down list.

Example Code:

<p>Who is the captain of Real Madrid?</p> <select> <option value="Cristiano Ronaldo">Cristiano Ronaldo</option> 

<option value="Kaka">Kaka</option> <option value="Marcelo">Marcelo</option> <option value="Iker Casillas">Iker 

Casillas</option> </select>

Result:   

Who is the captain of Real Madrid?
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Cristiano RonaldoKakaMarceloIker Casillas

It acts as the intercative element as it helps to acquire inputs from user.
<Option> must be used inside <select> to create choices/option list.
User can create unlimited options of his/her choice.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Textarea Element

Topic

<Textarea>

Explanation

Textarea element is used to create a text box in order to allow an user to write his/her comments. 

<textarea rows="Value" cols="Value">Text</textarea>

Element Specific attributes supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

autofocus autofocus Text area will get focus automatically, if the page loads.

cols number Mentions the visible width of a text area.

disabled disabled The text area must be disabled.

form form_id The forms to which the text area is related to.

maxlength number
Signifies, how many characters will be permitted in a 

text area.

name text Defines name for text area.

placeholder text
Short hint that exhibits the expected value of a text 

area.

readonly readonly The text area must be read only.

required required The text is required or it should be filled out.

rows nuumber Denotes the visible lines in a text area.

wrap hard, soft
When form is submitted, how the text in a text area 

should be wrapped.

Example Code:
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<textarea rows="3" cols="40"> Edit the contents in this box </textarea><br>

Result:   

Edit the contents in this box

Use the "cols and rows" attributes to adjust size of textarea.
It gives opportunity for the user to modify the contents in a webpage.
User is allowed to enter contents in the text area.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will function in all the major browsers. 
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Interactive Elements

Topic

<Textarea>

Explanation

Interactive Elements denotes that a user can make use of the features of a tag when required. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Details It creates an expander and conceal the contents.

Menu Use this tag to create a menu of your choice.
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details element

Topic

<details>

Explanation

Details element almost acts like an "expander". User needs to click the expander in order to view 
the information. 

<details> <summary>Title</summary> <p>Content</p> </details>

Element Specific attribute supported by this element are: 
Attribute Value Description

Open Open Information will be visible to the user. The nature of this attribute is boolean.

Example Code 1:

<details> <summary>SEO</summary> <h5>Search Engine Optimization</h5> <p>SEO is a process by which a website 

is taken to the top level in the search results. Method adopted for this is optimization of a website with possible keywords 

that can be used by visitors while searching.</p> </details>

Result 1:   

SEO

Search Engine Optimization

SEO is a process by which a website is taken to the top level in the search results. 
Method adopted for this is optimization of a website with possible keywords that can be 
used by visitors while searching.

Click the "left arrow" icon to view the hidden information.
The browser displays the details i.e. hidden text, in case this tag is not applicable in it 
(browser).
Previously user needs to use "Javascript" to create the expander option. This tag reduces 
the work load as a user can use this tag and form a expander.
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Example Code 2:

<details open=open> <summary>SEO</summary> <h5>Search Engine Optimization</h5> <p>SEO is a process by 

which a website is taken to the top level in the search results. Method adopted for this is optimization of a website with 

possible keywords that can be used by visitors while searching.</p> </details>

Result 2:   

SEO

Search Engine Optimization

SEO is a process by which a website is taken to the top level in the search results. 
Method adopted for this is optimization of a website with possible keywords that can be 
used by visitors while searching.

The hidden information will be shown by the browser, if the open attribute is used in this 
element.

It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 
It is newly introduced in HTML5 and it is not available in the earlier versions of HTML. 
Limitations:

It will function only in Chrome browser. 
Hscripts.com
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menu element

Topic

<Menu>

Explanation

Menu element allows an user to create options as per his/her choice. 

<menu type="Value"> <menu label="Value"> <button type="Type Value" 
onclick="file_new()">Text</button> </menu>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

Label Text
Enables transperant and visible layer for a menu. Web 

browsers will utilize it to display layers.

Type
Content, Toolbar, 

List

Defines the type of menu to be shown. Default value is 

"list".

Example Code:

<menu type="toolbar"> <menu label="File"> <button type="button" onclick="file_new()">Click Here</button> </menu>

Result:   

Click Here

Even if user creates an option/menu, it will be ineffective as this tag is not applicable in any 
browser.
The CSS styles can be used to create better style menu lists.

It is available in previous versions of HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It will not function in all the browsers.
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Miscellaneous Elements

Topic

<Menu>

Explanation

Miscellaneous Elements are the elements which cannot be grouped under rest of the HTML5 
elements.
These elements have their own features. 
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Div Use this tag to apply common style, size and font for contents.

Legend It provides suitable title for a form.
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div element

Topic

<Div>

Explanation

Div element is used to set/adjust the common font style, size & color for the texts in a document. 

<div style="background-color:Color Name;text-align:Direction"> <p>Text</p> </div>

Example Code:

<div style="background-color:grey;text-align:left"> <p>Left Aligned Text</p> </div> <div style="background-

color:purple;text-align:center"> <p>Center Aligned Text</p> </div> <div style="background-color:green;text-align:right"> 

<p>Right Aligned Text</p> </div>

Result:   

Left Aligned Text

Center Aligned Text

Right Aligned Text

It reduces the repetitive works done by user.
The text enclosed by this tag wil have the same style, color & size.
It inserts line breaks.

It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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legend element

Topic

<Legend>

Explanation

Legend element is used to provide the "title/caption" for a form. 

<fieldset style="text-align:(Left/Right/Center);"> <legend><b>Title</b></legend> Text
<br> <input type="text" /><br> </fieldset>

Example Code:

<fieldset style="text-align:left;"> <legend><b>Personal Details</b></legend> Name <input type="text" /> Age <input 

type="text" /> DOB <input type="text" /> Email id <input type="text" /> Mobile No <input type="text" /> </fieldset>

Result:   

User can use this tag to provide title for <figure> and <details>.
In HTML 4.01, <legend> is applicable only to <fieldset>.

It is available in previous versions of HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes in HTML5. 

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. 
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Deprecated Tags

Topic

<Legend>

Explanation

In HTML5, certain tags were removed due to their inconsistency.
Deprecated Tags denotes the tags that have been removed from HTML5.
List of available elements: 

Value Description

Acronym Helps to mention the acronym.

Applet It inserts an applet in webpage.

Big It enlarges the text.

BB It allows the user to embed an application in HTML document.

Dialog Helps to show the conversation between any number of persons.

Font Helps to fix font color and style.

Frame Inserts frame in a HTML document.

Frameset Creates a Frameset in a HTML document.

Noframe It lists text for browsers where the "Frames" is not applicable.

Strike Cross off the unnecessary text.
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acronym tag

Topic

<Acronym>

Explanation

Acronym tag cannot be executed, as it was deprecated from HTML5.
In HTML5, <abbr> can be used as a replacement to acronym.
It is available in the earlier versions of HTML. 
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applet tag

Topic

<Applet>

Explanation

Applet tag is used specify an embedded applet.
It cannot be executed, as it was deprecated in HTML5.
Use <object> and <param> as a replacement to &ltapplet>.
It is available in previous versions of HTML. 
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big tag

Topic

<Big>

Explanation

Big tag maximizes the text and gives bold effect to it.
The size of the text is same as the size provided by <h2> tag.
<big> is deprecated from HTML5. But this tag will function in HTML 4.01.
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bb tag

Topic

<BB> (Browser Button Tag)

Explanation

BB tag signifies enclosing of an "Application" in a HTML document. 

<bb>Text</bb>

Element Specific attributes supported by this tag are: 
Attribute Value Description

type makeup Indicates the nature of command.

Example Code:

<bb type="makeapp">Skype</bb>

Result:   

Skype

<Button> can be used as replacement for this element.
Apply proper closing tags for this input.

It is newly launched in HTML5.
It supports both Global Attributes and Event Attributes. 

Limitations:

<bb> have been deprecated from HTML5. 
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dialog tag

Topic

<dialog>

Explanation

Dialog tag is used to show the conversation between two persons.
It has been deprecated from HTML5. 

<dialog> <dt>Name</dt> <dd><Text></dd> </dialog>

Example Code:

<html> <body> <dialog> <dt>Jai:</dt> <dd>John, do you have pen</dd> <dt>John:</dt> <dd>No, I dont have a 

pen</dd> </dialog> </body> </html>

Result:   

Jai:
John, do you have pen

John:
No, I dont have a pen

<dt> and <dd> should be used inside this tag in order to show the difference between 
conversations.
<dt> is used to denote the name of the person.
<dd> is used to mention the conversation between the persons.

It is newly introduced in HTML5 and it is not available in earlier versions of HTML.
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font tag

Topic

<Font>

Explanation

Font tag is used to fix the size and color of a font.
It is not applicable as it was deprecated from HTML5.
It is available in the previous versions of HTML.
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frame tag

Topic

<Frame>

Explanation

Frame tag mentions the frame in a frameset.
It is not applicable as it was deprecated from HTML5. But it is available in the older versions of 
HTML.
It will have negative effect on the webpage.
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frameset tag

Topic

<Frameset>

Explanation

Frameset tag generates a frameset in a HTML document. But it is not applicable in HTML5.
The frameset is applied to manage multiple frames or windows.
If it is applied, then it will have negative impact on the usability of a webpage.
It was newly launched in HTML 4.01, but it will not function in HTML5. 
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noframe tag

Topic

<Noframe>

Explanation

Noframe tag provides texts for the browsers which do not support "Frames".
It is not applicable in HTML5, as it was deprecated. But it is available in HTML 4.01.
The attributes belong to this element are "class, id, lang, style and title". 
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strike tag

Topic

<Strike>

Explanation

Strike tag is used to cross off a text.
<strike> have been deprecated from HTML5. 
Example Code:

<html> <body> <h5>The present capital of Tamil Nadu is <strike>Madras</strike> Chennai.</h5> </body> </html>

Result:   

The present capital of Tamil Nadu is Madras Chennai.

Strike out the unnecessary words and texts in a document.
Both <strike> and <S> have been disapproved in HTML 4.01.
The <S> have been revised and relaunched in HTML5.
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Input Type Attributes

Topic

<Strike>

Explanation

Input Type Attributes are widely used with the "Forms".
The input fields inside the form gets validated on its own, when the user submits the form.
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

Color User can select a color from the list.

Date Pick the required date in the input field.

Datetime Choose the date and time of any day.

Datetime Local Select date, time and time zone at once.

Email Enter your email id in the input field.

Month Choose the month and year at once.

Number User should fill only the numeric values in the input field.

Range Enter a value from the range of numbers.

Search Just enter the text and search for the details.

Tel It allows user to enter the phone number in input field.

Time Enter the time in the input field.

URL URL should be entered in input field.

Week Select both the week and the year at once.
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Color Attribute

Topic

<input type=color>

Explanation

Color Attribute is used to select a color from an input field. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function color() { var colorval=document.getElementById("choose-color").value; 

document.getElementById("color").innerHTML="<b>"+colorval+"</b>"; } </script> Pick a color: <input type="color" 

name="choose-color" id="choose-color" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='color()'/> <div id='color'> 

</div>

Result:   

Pick a color: 

User can pick the color from the list.
User cannot enter any text/numerical characters as the input field is not available.
If you require more color options then pick them by clicking the "Drop down list", select 
"Others" button and pick the color.

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera and Chrome browser.
This attribute will work only in Chrome version 20. 
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date attribute

Topic

<input type=date>

Explanation

Date Attribute permits the user to select only the "date" from the input field. 

Example Code:

Select date: <input type="date" name="day" id="day1" /> <br/>

Result:   

Select date: 

Here the user can select or enter date in the input field.
Output shown will be the entered text, if the attribute is not applicable in a browser.
Opera displays the date in "Calendar Format".

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Chrome and Safari browsers. 
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datetime attribute

Topic

<input type=datetime>

Explanation

Datetime Attribute permits the user to select the "date & time" with TimeZone. 

Example Code:

Choose date & time: <input type="datetime" name="date-time" id="date-time" /> <br/>

Result:   

Choose date & time: 

User can pick the date and time with the "Time Zone".
The time zone mentioned with this attribute is Coordinated Universal Time [UTC].
Only Opera displays the time zone in a seperate field.
In "Chrome & Safari", the time zone will be displayed along with the date and time.

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Chrome and Safari browsers. 
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datetime local attribute

Topic

<input type=datetime local>

Explanation

Datetime Local Attribute enables user to enter the date and time with the time zone.
Example Code:

Enter the date and time: <input type="datetime-local" name="datetime-local1" id="datetime-local1" /> <br/>

Result:   

Enter the date and time: 

Enter the date and time in the required input field.
The "Opera" browser shows the in calender structure and displays the time seperately.
In certain cases, the output shown will be the entered text by user, if the attribute is not 
applicable in a browser.

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Chrome and Safari browsers. 
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email attribute

Topic

<input type=email>

Explanation

Email Attribute can be used to enter email address of an user in the input field. 

Example Code:

<form> Enter you mail id: <input type="email" name="mail" id="e-mail" size="25" /> <input type="submit" value='submit'> 

</form>

Result:   

Enter you mail id: 

The input field will not be validated, if user enters only the text/numerical characters.
Enter only the valid mail id in the input field.
Opera browser enabled "iphone" accepts this input type attribute.

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Chrome and Firefox browsers. 
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month attribute

Topic

<input type=month>

Explanation

Month Attribute entitles the user to pick a month with its respective year. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function month() { var monthval=document.getElementById("month-one").value; 

document.getElementById("month").innerHTML="<b>"+monthval+"</b>"; } </script> Choose the month and year: <input 

type="month" name="month-one" id="month-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='month()'/> <div 

id='month'> </div>

Result:   

Choose the month and year: 

Select month with the respective year from the input field.
If the attribute is not applicable in a web browser, then the output shown will be the entered 
text.

Limitations:

It will function only in Safari and Opera browsers. 
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number attribute

Topic

<input type=number>

Explanation

Number Attribute is used to enter a numerical value in the input field. 
Attributes which can be used with this input type are listed below: 
Name Description

max The maximum value permitted in input field.

min The minimum value permitted in input field.

step Shows the legal number of intervals.

value Mentions about default value of the numbers.

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function number() { var colorval=document.getElementById("number-one").value; 

document.getElementById("number").innerHTML="<b>"+colorval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter a value (Between 1 to 50): 

<input type="number" min="1" max="50" name="number-one" id="number-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" 

value='submit' onclick='number()'/> <div id='number'> </div>

Result:   

Enter a value (Between 1 to 50): 

In case user enters "Text" in input field, then output will be shown as "Empty Value".
If a particular input type is not applicable in a browser, then there will be no effect when user 
enters data in input field.

Limitations:

It will function only in Safari, Opera and Chrome. 
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range attribute

Topic

<input type=range>

Explanation

Range Attribute indicates that the input fields must contain value from a range of numbers. 
Attributes which can be used with this input type are mentioned below: 
Value Description

max Mentions the maximum value permitted in input field.

min Signifies the minimum value permitted in input field.

step Legal number of intervals is mentioned.

value Default value of the range.

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function range() { var rangeval=document.getElementById("range-one").value; 

document.getElementById("range").innerHTML=rangeval; } </script> Grade: <input type="range" min="10" max="100" 

name="range-one" id="range-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='range()'/> <div id='range'> 

</div>

Result:   

Grade: 

If it is not applicable in a browser, then the text box will be displayed. If it is applicable, then it 
acts like a "Slider Control".
Make use of the "Min and Max" attributes to set limit for entry of numbers in the input fields.

Limitations:

It will function only in Chrome, Safari and Opera browsers. 
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search attribute

Topic

<input type=search>

Explanation

Search Attribute is used to enter the value in the input field. It acts like a normal text field. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function search() { var searchval=document.getElementById("search-one").value; 

document.getElementById("search").innerHTML="<b>"+searchval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter the text: <input 

type="search" name="search-one" id="search-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='search()'/> <div 

id='search'> </div>

Result:   

Enter the text: 

If a text is entered in the input field, then the "Cross" symbol appears in right corner of the 
field.
Use the cross symbol to delete the unnecessary text entered in the input field.

Limitations:

It will function only in Chrome and Safari browsers. 
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tel attribute

Topic

<input type=tel>

Explanation

Tel Attribute is used to to enter phone number of an user in a input field on a webpage. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function tel() { var telval=document.getElementById("tel-one").value; 

document.getElementById("tel").innerHTML=telval; } </script> Enter your contact num: <input type="tel" name="tel-one" 

id="tel-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='tel()'/> <div id='tel'> </div>

Result:   

Enter your contact num: 

Enter your contact number in the respective input field.
If the attribute is not applicable in a web browser, then the output will be the given text.

Limitations:

It will not function in all the browsers. 
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time attribute

Topic

<input type=time>

Explanation

Time Attribute allows the user to select the time in 24 hours format. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function time() { var timeval=document.getElementById("time1").value; 

document.getElementById("time").innerHTML="<b>"+timeval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter the time: <input type="time" 

name="time1" id="time1" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='time()'/> <div id='time'> </div>

Result:   

Enter the time: 

User can select time and minutes from the list.
If this attribute is not applicable in web browser, then the text box will appear.

Limitations:

It will function only in Safari and Opera browsers. 
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url attribute

Topic

<input type=url>

Explanation

URL Attribute is used to enter the "URL Address" in the input field in a browser. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function url() { var urlval=document.getElementById("url-one").value; 

document.getElementById("url").innerHTML="<b>"+urlval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter an URL: <input type="url" name="url-

one" id="url-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='url()'/> <div id='url'> </div>

Result:  

Enter an URL: 

If it is necessary to place an URL in a webpage/site, then this attribute can be used.

Limitations:

It will function only in Firefox, Opera and Chrome browsers.
This attribute is also applicable in Opera browser in the "iphone". 
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week attribute

Topic

<input type=week>

Explanation

Week Attribute allows the user to select a week of the respective year. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function week() { var weekval=document.getElementById("week-one").value; 

document.getElementById("week").innerHTML="<b>"+weekval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter the week: <input type="week" 

name="week-one" id="week-one" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' onclick='week()'/> <div id='week'> </div>

Result:   

Enter the week: 

This attribute allows user to select both the year and week simultaneously.
Output shown will be the entered text, if the attribute is not applicable in a browser.

Limitations:

It will function only in major browsers like Safari and Opera. 
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Form Attributes

Topic

<input type=week>

Explanation

Form Attributes were introduced for the <form>
These attributes were used to raise the effectiveness of the <form>.
It is considered as user friendly, while comparing with the rest of the attributes. 
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

Autocomplete It specifies either the form/fields to have autocomplete option or not.

Autofocus It signifies if a page is loaded then the <input> should get focus.
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autocomplete attribute

Topic

autocomplete=on/off

Explanation

Autocomplete attribute is used to display the values/texts in input field, which were previously 
entered by the user.
The default value of this attribute is "on". 
Example Code:

<form action="demo1.php" target="my-iframe1" id="form1" autocomplete="on"> Enter your name:<input type="text" 

name="name" /> Contact Num: <input type="text" name="num" /> Email ID: <input type="email" name="mail" 

autocomplete="off" /> <input type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Enter your name: 
Contact Num: 
Email ID: 

It can be compared with the auto prediction process.
The previously entered values were stored in "cache" of browser. When user enters value in 
input field, the browser automatically displays the values.
It is not possible to use both the "on/off" options for an input field i.e. it can be 
activated/decativated.
It works with <form> and also with the "Input Type Attributes" like email, search, tel, url, text, 
range and color.

Limitations:

It will function in all the major web browsers. 
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autofocus attribute

Topic

autofocus=autofocus

Explanation

Autofocus attribute is used to place the cursor in text box on its own, when a page gets loaded. 

Example Code:

<script type="text/javascript"> function ff() { var focusval1=document.getElementById("aa1").value; var 

focusval2=document.getElementById("aa2").value; document.getElementById("aa").innerHTML=focusval1; 

document.getElementById("bb").innerHTML=focusval2; } </script> Name: <input type="text" name="name" 

autofocus="autofocus" id="aa1" /> Contact Num: <input type="text" name="num" id="aa2" /> <input type="button" 

value="Submit" onclick="ff()" /> <div id="aa"></div> <div id="bb"></div>

Result:   

Name:  Contact Num: 

It is a boolean attribute. So, the value can be either "autofocus" or an empty value.
It is included with the <input>.

Limitations:

It is applicable in all major web browsers, except Internet Explorer. 
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Input Attributes

Topic

autofocus=autofocus

Explanation

Input Attributes were introduced for the <input>. These attributes helps to improve the efficiency of 
the <input> in HTML5. 
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

Form It specifies the forms of <input>.

Height It signifies the height of an image in <input>.

List It provides the datalist for the <input>.

Max It specifies the highest value of <input>.

Min It indicates the lowest value of <input>.

Novalidate It mentions form should not be validated if it submitted.

Pattern It ensures the value for <input> is checked or not.

Placeholder It provides exanple for the <input>.

Required It specifies that inputfields must be filled before the form is submitted.

Step It denotes the number intervals for <input>.

Width It specifies the width of an image in <input>.
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height attribute

Topic

<input height='value'>

Explanation

Height Attribute allows the user to mention the "Height" of an image given in <input>. 

Example Code:

<input type="image" src="Blue-Right-Arrow.jpg" alt="Submit" height="50"/>

Result:   

Height attribute is used only with the input type "Image".
If the height is not mentioned, then the browser takes the original height of an image.

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers, except Internet Explorer. 
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list attribute

Topic

<input list ='value'>

Explanation

List Attribute is used to provide pre defined options, when user tries to enter values in a input field. 
The <datalist> displays the options for the <input>. 
Example Code:

Enter your favorite game: <input list="Sports" name="Sport" /> <datalist id="Sports"> <option value="Football"> <option 

value="Hockey"> <option value="Cricket"> <option value="Tennis"> <option value="Snooker"> </datalist>

Result:   

Enter your favorite game: 

The values in the <datalist> are listed in the <input>.
A variety of options can be placed inside the <datalist>.
It functions with the input types like "search, text, telephone, url, date pickers, email, range, 
number, and color".

Limitations:

It will function only in Firefox and Opera browsers. 
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max attribute

Topic

<input max='value'>

Explanation

Max attribute provides the maximum values for the <input>. 

Example Code:

<form action="demo25.php"> Pick a date before 2000-01-01: <input type="date" name="max" max="1999-12-31"> 

<input type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Pick a date before 2000-01-01: 

max attribute indicates the maximum value, that can be entered in a input field.
It functions with the input types like "month, datetime-local, range, date, number, datetime, 
time and week".

Limitations:

It will function only in "Opera and Chrome" browsers. 
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min attribute

Topic

<input min='value'>

Explanation

min step attribute grants the minimum values for an <input>. 

Example Code:

<form action="demo8.php"> Select a date after 2011-01-01: <input type="date" name="min" min="2011-01-02"> <input 

type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Select a date after 2011-01-01: 

min attribute mentions the minimum value, that can be entered in a input field.
It functions with the input types like "month, datetime-local, range, date, number, datetime, 
time and week".

Limitations:

It will function only in "Opera and Chrome" browsers. 
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Novalidate Attribute

Topic

<input novalidate ='novalidate'>

Explanation

Novalidate Attribute is used to make particular input field invalidate (not validated), when user 
submits the form. 

Example Code:

<script type='text/javascript'> function novalidate() { var novalidateval=document.getElementById("no-validate").value; 

document.getElementById("novalidate").innerHTML="<b>"+novalidateval+"</b>"; } </script> Enter your mail id: <input 

type="novalidate" name="no-validate" id="no-validate" /> <br/> <input type="button" value='submit' 

onclick='novalidate()'/> <div id='novalidate'> </div>

Result:   

Enter your mail id: 

It is not necessary to vaidate certain fields like "Name, blood group", so this attribute can be 
used to invalidate those fields.
It is a "Boolean Attribute".
It is added with the <input>.

Limitations:

Except Internet Explorer and Safari, it will function in all major browsers. 
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pattern attribute

Topic

<input pattern ='A-Za-z'>

Explanation

Pattern attribute allows the user to place a pattern which can be matched by the value entered by 
user before the field is submitted. 

Example Code:

<form action="demo4.php"> Enter login code: <input type="text" name="code" pattern="[A-Za-z]{5}" title="Five letter 

code" /> <input type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Enter login code: 

User can enter only the "alphabetical characters".
The value entered by user will be validated only when it matches the required value.
It is used to do regular expression i.e. to specify the pattern characters.

Limitations:

It will function only in Firefox, Opera and Chrome web browsers. 
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placeholder attribute

Topic

<input placeholder ='value'>

Explanation

Placeholder attribute by default shows the example value in the input field. 
It is used to provide idea or intimate the user to enter value related to the hint. 
Example Code:

<p>Fill up the below fields:</p> <form action="demo5.php"> <input type="text" name="name" placeholder="Name" /> 

<input type="text" name="num" placeholder="Phone num" /> <input type="submit" value="Submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Fill up the below fields:

When the input field is empty, the hint i.e. text is displayed.
The default text in the input fields gets vanished, when user enters value in the fields.
Alphabetical and numerical characters can be entered in the input fields.

Limitations:

It will function in all the browsers, except Internet Explorer. 
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required attribute

Topic

<input required ='required'>

Explanation

Required attribute is used to make the form invalidated, when user fails/forgets to enter values in 
input field. 

Example Code:

<form action="demo6.php"> Username:<br> <input type="text" name="name" required="required" /><br> DOB:<br> 

<input type="text" name="dob" required="required" /><br> Contact Num:<br> <input type="text" name="num" 

required="required" /><br> Email ID:<br> <input type="text" name="mail" required="required" /><br><br> <input 

type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Username:

DOB:

Contact Num:

Email ID:

User must enter values in all the input fields or else the form will not be validated.
It is a "Boolean Attribute".

Limitations:

It will function only in Opera, Firefox and Chrome browsers. 
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step attribute

Topic

<input step='value'>

Explanation

step attribute provides the number intervals for the <input>. 

Example Code:

<form action="demo26.php" target="my_iframe1"> Quantity (between 1 and 10): <input type="number" name="qty" 

step="5" /> <input type="submit" /> </form>

Result:   

Quantity (between 1 and 10): 

step attribute illustrates the legal intervals for the input field.
It functions with the input types like "month, datetime-local, range, date, number, datetime, 
time and week".

Limitations:

It will function only in "Opera and Chrome" web browsers. 
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width attribute

Topic

<input width='value'>

Explanation

Width Attribute allows the user to mention the "Width" of an image given in <input>. 

Example Code:

<input type="image" src="./images/Blue-Right-Arrow.jpg" alt="Submit" width="50"/>

Result:   

Width attributes are used only with the input type "Image".
If the width is not mentioned, then the browser takes the original width of an image.

Limitations:

It will function in all browsers, except Internet Explorer. 
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Global Attributes

Topic

<input width='value'>

Explanation

Global Attributes are applicable to all the elements in HTML5.
It is also referred as Standard Attributes. 
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

Accesskey
It is a shortcut key which can be used to access a particular 

element.

Class It points a class mentioned in the style sheet.

Contenteditable Content inside the element may/maynot be modified by the user.

contextmenu
It embeds a context menu for the element. The value stated must 

be the id of <menu>

Dir
It indicates the direction for the text in an element for e.g. either left 

or right.

Draggable The content inside the element can be dragged.

Hidden The elements will be vanished.

ID It points individual id for an element.

Lang It defines the language of the content inside the element.

Spellcheck It checks the spelling and grammer of the text inside the element.

Style It points the inline style for an element.

Tabindex The taborder for an element can be fixed.

Title It mentions a title associate with the element.
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accesskey attribute

Topic

accesskey=character

Explanation

Accesskey attribute is used as a shortcut key.
User can utilize this attribute to navigate to a new webpage in browser, by just using the keyboard 
shortcuts. 

<element accesskey="character">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

character Shortcut key to access an input.

Example Code:

<a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/accesskey-attribute.html" accesskey="I">Withfriendship</a>

Result:   

Withfriendship
* To access the link, press "Alt + I (AccessKey)" or "Shift + Alt + I" 

The default shortcut key for this attribute is "Shift + Alt + AccessKey".
In "Internet Explorer", user cannot simply navigate to new page by pressing shortcut keys. 
So, to visit to a page, user must press the shortcut key and then press "Enter" button.
This attribute can also used to select the "submit" button.

Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers except Opera. 
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class attribute

Topic

class=classname

Explanation

Class attribute is used to apply common set of font, style, size for the texts in a content. It is used 
for style purposes. 

<element class="classname">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

classname Class mentioned in a stylesheet.

Example Code:

<style type="text/css"> .html5content { font-family: Monaco, Verdana, Sans-serif; font-size:12px; border: 1px solid 

#D0D0D0; color: #002166; -moz-border-radius:10px; -webkit-border-radius:10px; border-radius: 10px; width:60%; 

height:10%; padding-top:50px; padding-left:10px; } </style> <h1>Roses</h1> <p class="html5content">There are about 

100 types of Roses are available</p>

Result:   

Roses

There are about 100 types of Roses are available

It will not have an effect if it is used with the following HTML tags like base, head, html, 
meta, param, script, style, and title.
It reduces the repetitive works done by a user.
It is possible to apply multiple class in a HTML document.
It specifies the class name for an element.
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Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers.

Hscripts.com



contenteditable attribute

Topic

contenteditable=true/false/inherit

Explanation

Contenteditable attribute permits the user to modify the text in a web browser. User cannot edit a 
text in browser, if this attribute is disabled. 

<ele contenteditable="true/false/inherit">

Values added with this attribute are:
Value Description

true Content can be modified.

false Content cannot be altered.

inherit If the main tag is editable, the content can be changed.

Example Code 1:

<p contenteditable="true">You can modify this text portion.</p>

Result 1:  

You can modify this text portion.

Example Code 2:

<p contenteditable="false">You cannot modify this text portion.</p>

Result 2:  
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You cannot modify this text portion.

Example Code 3:

<p contenteditable="true">Content can be altered</p> <h5 contenteditable="inherit">Change this content</h5>

Result 3:   

Content can be altered

Change this content

Example Code 1 (Explanation): 
Users can perform actions like selecting text, cut and paste, drag and drop a text, format 
the text, apply color or add links, if the "True" option is mentioned in the attribute.

Example Code 2 (Explanation): 
At this scenario the content cannot be modified.

Example Code 3 (Explanation): 
Contents can be edited incase the main tag possess value as "True".
It is newly launched in HTML5 and it does not exist in previous versions of the HTML.

Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers. 
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contextmenu attribute

Topic

contextmenu=menu_id

Explanation

Contextmenu attribute is used to create new menu options.
Right click on an item for e.g. image and create a menu and then write the function related to the 
menu.
Even when user creates new menu, it cannot be used as this attribute is not applicable. 
Limitations:

It will not function in all the browsers. 
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dir attribute

Topic

dir=ltr/rtl/auto

Explanation

Dir attribute is used to align/place the text either in "Left/Right" direction of a page. 

<ele dir="ltr/rtl/auto">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

ltr Text placed from left to right direction.

rtl The text placed from right to left direction.

auto
Browser randomly places the text either left or right on the basis of total number of 

words in the content.

Example Code 1:

<p dir="ltr">This is a content</p>

Result:  

This is a content

Example Code 2:

<p dir="rtl">This is a content</p>

Result:   
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This is a content

Example Code 3:

<p dir="auto">This is a content</p>

Result:   

This is a content

Example Code 1 (Explanation): 
The content is placed from left to right direction.

Example Code 2 (Explanation): 
The content is placed from right to left direction.

Example Code 3 (Explanation): 
By default, the content will be placed in left side when "Auto" value is used.

Limitations:

It is applicable to all the browsers. Hscripts.com



draggable attribute

Topic

draggable=true/false/inherit

Explanation

Draggable attribute is used to pull i.e. drag a portion of text in a web page. 
It is also used to restrict the viewers from copying the contents of a site. 

<input draggable="true/false/inherit">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

true Text can be dragged.

false Text cannot be dragged.

inherit The text can be dragged if the main element can be dragged.

Example Code 1:

<p draggable="true">Try to drag this text</p>

Result:   

Try to drag this text

Example Code 2:

<p draggable="false">Try to drag this text</p>

Result:   
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Try to drag this text

Example Code 3:

<h5 draggable="true">Try to drag this text.</h5> <p draggable="inherit">Can you able to drag the content.</p>

Result:   

Try to drag this text.

Example Code 1 (Explanation): 
You can drag the text.

Example Code 2 (Explanation): 
You will be restricted from dragging the text.

Example Code 3 (Explanation): 
Text can be dragged if the main input is mentioned with value "True".

It is supported by most of the elements in HTML5 & it is not available in the previous versions of the 
HTML. 
Limitations:

It is applicable only in Firefox, Chrome and Safari browsers.
In Firefox, use this attribute with "ondragstart" mouse event in order to enable dragging option. 
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hidden attribute

Topic

hidden=hidden

Explanation

Hidden Attribute is used to hide an element in a webpage. Any element added with this attribute 
will be concealed i.e. hidded by the browser. 

<input hidden="hidden">Text</input>

Values added with this attribute are:
Value Description

hidden Content will be concealed.

Example Code:

<p hidden="hidden">You cannot view this content</p> <h4>View this visible content<h4>

Result:   

View this visible content

You can see this content

Person who developed the site, can hide important elements for his reference.
The hidded items can be viewed only by the admin side.
It is a boolean attribute.

It is applicable in all the elements in HTML5. It is available in the previous versions of HTML. 
Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers, except Internet Explorer. 
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id attribute

Topic

id=id

Explanation

ID attribute indicates sole id for an element. It helps to handle/control the text combined with 
javascript in a webpage. 

<input="id">Text</input>

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

id id for an input. Should begin with capital or small letter.

Example Code:

<script type="text/javascript"> function displayResult() { document.getElementById("myHeader").innerHTML="A good 

reason, is not necessarily a relevant one."; } </script> <p id="myHeader">Welcome</p> <button 

onclick="displayResult()">Click Here</button>

Result:   

Welcome

Click Here

Click the button to view the id for an element.
JavaScript can be utilized with this attribute to perform corrections in an element.
It wont function, if it is included with elements like "base, head, html, meta, param, script, 
style, and title".

It is supported by the all the elements in HTML5 & it is available in the earlier versions of the HTML. 
Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Lang Attribute

Topic

lang=language code

Explanation

Lang attribute is used to mention the "Language" of the text used in an element. 

<ele lang="lang code">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

lang language code for the content.

Value for this attribute must possess a language code or it should be applied as an empty string. 
Example Code:

<h2>Good Morning</h2> <p lang="es">Buenos dias</p>

Result:   

Good Morning

Buenos dias

The word "Good Morning" is converted into Spanish. The language code for Spanish is "es".
It is used as a reference for the person who developed the site.

It is supported by the entire elements in HTML5 & it exists in the previous versions of the HTML. 
Limitations:

It is applicable to all major browsers. 
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Spellcheck Attribute

Topic

spellcheck=true/false

Explanation

Spellcheck attribute checks the "Grammar" and performs the "Spell check" work for the texts 
placed inside an element. 

<input spellcheck="true/false">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

True Content is spellchecked.

False Text will not be checked.

Example Code 1:

<p contenteditable="true" spellcheck="true">Insert words in between this text.</p>

Result 1:   

Insert words in between this text.

Example Code 2:

<p contenteditable="true" spellcheck="false">Insert words in between this text.</p>

Result 2:   

Insert words in between this text.
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Example Code 1 (Explanation): 
The content will be spellchecked.
Websites which accepts comments from user can activate this attribute, in order to assist the 
user to provide their comments without any mistakes.
Example Code 2 (Explanation): 
The Content will not be spellchecked, if the value of spellcheck is given as "False".

It is supported by the entire elements in HTML5 and it is not available in the previous versions of 
the HTML.
Limitations:

It will function only in Chrome, Opera and Safari browsers.
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style attribute

Topic

style=style_definitions

Explanation

Style attribute is used to fix the "Inline Style" for a particular element. Use this attribute to overrule 
the default style mentioned in an element. 

<ele style="style_definitions">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

Style CSS declarations segmented by zero and semi colon.

Example Code:

<h2 style="text-align:left;color:red">HTML5</h2>

Result:   

HTML5

Text can be added with color and justified.
It should contain only semi colon seperated CSS declarations with a group of zero.

It is supported most of the elements in HTML5 and it exists in older versions of the HTML.
Limitations:

It is applicable to all browsers. 
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tabindex attribute

Topic

tabindex=number

Explanation

Tabindex attribute is used to select the links in a page, just by using "Tab" buuton.
It is applied to set tab values for the navigation links in a webpage. 

<input tabindex="number">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

Number Tab order of the element.

Example Code:

<a href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/tabindex-attribute.html" tabindex="2">Hscripts</a> <a 

href="https://www.hscripts.com/tutorials/html5/tabindex-attribute.html" tabindex="1">Withfriendship</a>

Result:   

Hscripts Withfriendship

Use "Tab" button to switch over through the elements and to select it.
Use this attribute to set/fix tab order for the links in a page.

It is supported by the entire elements in HTML5 & it exists in the previous versions of the HTML. 
Limitations:

It will function in all major browsers, except Safari browser. 
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title attribute

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Title attribute is used to provide title for a webpage. 

<ele title="Text">

Values added with this attribute are: 
Value Description

Text Signifies information regarding the element.

Example Code 1:

<h1><abbr title="Central Bureau of Investigation">CBI</abbr> was launched by Central Government in 1963</h1>

Result:   

CBI was launched by Central Government in 1963

Example Code 2:

<h6 title="Collection of Webmaster Resources & Tools">Hscripts</h6>

Result:   

Hscripts

Place the cursor on top of the underlined word to view the information.
Even it can be used to show the title for an image. Hover on the image and see the title.
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It is supported by most of the elements in HTML5 and it is available in the older versions of the 
HTML. 
Limitations:

It is applicable to all the major browsers. 
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Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Event Attributes controls and manages the events that happens in a browser.
Major HTML tags utilizes these attributes to control the events.
These events can be included in elements to indicate the actions of the event. 
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

Window Event Attributes These events takes place for the window object.

Media Events These events takes place by the actions inside the HTML form.

Keyboard Events These events takes place due to pressing of the keys in keyboard.

Mouse Events These events takes place due to clicking of mouse buttons.

Form Events These events takes place because of the "video, audio & images".

Except Keyboard Events, many events under "Window, Media, Mouse & Form" categories were 
introduced in HTML5. 
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Window Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Window Event Attributes were set off/happens for the window.
These events should be placed inside the <body>.
These attributes can be added with all the elements to denote an event action.
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Value Description

onafterprint Script
When a content is printed successfully, then the script will 

be executed.

onbeforeprint Script Before printing the content, the script will be executed.

onbeforeonload Script Script will be executed ahead of the content gets loaded.

onblur Script Script will be executed when clicked out of the <body>.

onerror Script Script will be executed when error takes place.

onfocus Script
When the screen i.e. window gets focused, then the 

script will be executed.

onhaschange Script
When the contents inside <body> is modified then script 

will be executed.

onload Script
When the content in <body> is loaded, then the script will 

run.

onmessage Script
When the message is set off then the script will be 

executed.

onoffline Script
Script will be executed, when there is interruption in 

internet connection and site was offline.

ononline Script When the site goes online, then script will be executed.

onpagehide Script When a page is hidded, then script will be executed.
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onpageshow Script
When a page is shown afer it was hidden, then the script 

will be executed.

onpopstate Script
Script will be executed before the popup menu was 

displayed.

onredo Script Script will be executed when the "Redo" option was used.

onresize Script
When the size of the window/screen was altered, then 

the script will be executed.

onstorage Script
When information in web browser was stored then the 

script will be executed.

onundo Script
When "Undo" option is applied then the script will be 

executed.

onunload Script
If the <body> contents fails to load when the page is 

loaded, then the script will be executed.
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Media Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Media Event Attributes are the events/actions happens by audio or video files and even images.
These events are applicable to all the HTML5 elements.
These events are more suitable for the "Media Elements" (Audio, Video, img, embed and object) in 
HTML5. 
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Value Description

onabort Script Script will be executed when a media file is stopped.

oncanplay Script
When a audio/video file is ready to play i.e. while 

buffering the script will be executed.

oncanplaythrough Script Script will be executed while the media file is playing.

ondurationchange Script
When user changes the duration of a media file, then 

the script will be executed.

onemptied Script
Script will be executed when a media file have not run 

or the file is not displayed.

onended Script
If the duration of a media file comes to an end then the 

script will be executed.

onerror Script
In case error occurs at the time when media file gets 

loaded then the script will be executed.

onloadeddata Script
When the related information of a media file is 

unavailable then the script will be executed.

onloadedmetadata Script
When the metadata i.e. file size, length/duration of a 

file is loaded, then the script will be executed.

onloadstart Script
When the file begins to load before rest of the things is 

loaded then script will be executed.
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onpause Script
If the audio/video file is paused by user then the script 

will be executed.

onplay Script
When the audio/video file is ready to play after 

buffering has ended then the script will be executed.

onplaying Script
If the audio/video file started playing then the script will 

be executed.

onprogress Script
While the media file was progressing then the script will 

be executed.

onratechange Script
When a media file is constantly forwarded or backward 

then the script will be executed.

onreadystatechange Script
Whenever the readystate was modified then the script 

will be executed.

onseeked Script
Script will be executed when seeked was disabled by 

setting the seeked attribute as "False".

onseeking Script
Script will be executed, if the seeking attribute was set 

as "True" and then the seeking is enabled.

onstalled Script
If a media file is not applicable in a browser then the 

script will be executed.

onsuspend Script

When there is any interruption from external side i.e. 

due to internet connection disconnected, then the 

script will be execeuted.

ontimeupdate Script
If any changes was done in duration of the media file 

then the script will be executed.

onvolumechange Script
When the sound of a media file is raised or minimized 

or even muted then the script will be executed.

onwaiting Script
Script will be executed when the selected audio/video 

files were ready to play as per order.
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Keyboard Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Keyboard Event Attributes are the events happens as a result of keys are pressed and released.
These events are applicable to all the elements in HTML5.
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Value Description

onkeydown Script
Script will be executed when a key in keyboard is pressed 

down.

onkeypress Script
Once user presses a key then the functioned will be called 

and script will be executed.

onkeyup Script
When a key is pressed and released then the script will be 

executed.
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Mouse Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Mouse Event Attributes are the events which happens as a result of keys in a Mouse.
When the keys in Mouse are pressed and released by the user or the pointer is moved or else if the 
mouse wheel is rolled, then the events will be caused.
These events will function in all the HTML5 elements.
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Value Description

onclick Script
When a button in mouse was clicked once, then the script 

will be executed.

ondblclick Script
When mouse button was clicked twice then the script will 

be executed.

ondrag Script
When text or any other thing in a page is dragged then the 

script will be executed.

ondragend Script
When dragging was made to a certain extent then the 

script will be executed.

ondragenter Script
When a text is dragged and placed in another area then 

the script will be executed.

ondragleave Script
When the dragged portion moves back to its source then 

the script will be executed.

ondragover Script
When text area has been dragged to a desired location 

then the script will be executed.

ondragstart Script
When any portion in the currently opened page is dragged 

then the script will be executed.

ondrop Script
When the dragged item is left out by the user then the 

script will be executed.
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onmousedown Script
If any button in mouse is pressed by the user then the 

script will be executed.

onmousemove Script
Script will be executed when the mouse pointer is placed 

over a menu.

onmouseout Script
When the mouse pointer is moved away from an menu 

then the script will be executed.

onmouseover Script
When the mouse pointer is moved/hovered over an 

element then the script will be executed.

onmouseup Script
When any button in the mouse is pressed and released 

then the script will be executed.

onmousewheel Script
When the mouse wheel is rolled then the script will be 

executed.

onscroll Script
If the scrollbar located in a page is rolled then the script 

will be executed.
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Form Event Attributes

Topic

title=text

Explanation

Form Event Attributes are the events happens by the actions in a HTML form.
These events are applicable to all the HTML elements and they are more suitable to the form 
elements.
List of available attributes: 

Attribute Description

onblur
When an empty portion in a page was clicked then the script will be 

executed.

onchange Script will be executed, when the category of a menu is modified.

oncontextmenu When the contextmenu is set off then the script will be executed.

onfocus
Script will be executed when a particular input field in a form gets 

focus.

onformchange
When any portion in a form is altered, then the script will be 

executed.

onforminput When value is entered in a form then the script will be executed.

oninput
Script will be executed when values are entered in the inputfields of 

a form.

oninvalid
When the value entered in a field element becomes invalid, then the 

script will be executed.

onselect
When a particular field in a form is choosed, then the script will be 

executed.

onsubmit Script will be executed, when the form is submitted.
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